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As the International Year of Soils progresses, I recently took the
opportunity to travel east to attend a number of Society events,
including a Regional Soil Forum in Canberra hosted by the NSW
Branch, join a CPSS Board meeting in Brisbane and attend a
special International Year of Soils event hosted by Queensland
Branch activity and delivered through the Queensland Rural Press
Club. It was a great opportunity to meet members, encourage
potential new members, and discuss the challenges confronting soil
science in Australia and share ideas about potential new activities
for the Society in the coming years.
A notable discussion with members highlighted a critical need for soil
science to better engage with federal and state politicians, together
with their associated ministerial advisors and policy ofﬁcers. It’s clear
that soil science needs to keep pressing the importance of
sustainable soil management as the basis for food systems, fuel and
ﬁbre production, essential ecosystem functions and better adaptation
to climate change for present and future generations.
Most Society IYS activities should now be locked in through to the
end of the year. In early December, I hope to join the Victorian
Branch on World Soil Day to participate in a number of activities
including what we hope will be a National webinar and a prominent
IYS activity in Federation Square, which will involve an installation
representing the soil cover of Victoria using soil samples crowd
sourced during the year.This exciting event in Melbourne will
communicate the importance of soil to a wide audience.
Other items of relevance to report include a signiﬁcant discussion
during the recent CPSS Board meeting to simplify the program; our
evolving style of communications; and planning for events to
celebrate the 60th Anniversary of the Society in 2016.
The rationale behind the changes to CPSS is to keep the program
simple.The current system with multiple levels is considered
confusing and is not well aligned with other industry accreditation
programs.The proposed changes have been drafted and are
included in the CPSS chair Report in this newsletter prior to them
being tabled at the next Federal Council meeting in early June.
Hopefully you will have noticed a more engaging presentation style
for the monthly Crumbs bulletin. Our quarterly newsletter Proﬁle is
also set for some mild changes as we trial different formats and
content styles. The Society website has been revamped providing a
more user friendly interface and improved format for accessing and
registering for Society
Continued on page 3
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Profile News
Change in Format proposed
Communications are becoming more
interactive with web based blogs and Soil
Science Australia is looking to trial a new
format in 2015. The communication
strategy will be loosely based on the
following methods:
1. Tweets for alerting members to
soil news. One line of text per tweet.
2. Soil Crumbs - smaller and more
regular to provide basic details of news
and events. One paragraph of text.
3. Web based blog where members
can contribute via an online format.
This will be the home of the more
serious articles.
4. Proﬁle newsletter - traditional
member newsletter delivered quarterly
by email.
5. Soil Science in Australia magazine
format delivered to members with the
calendar featuring the best articles on
Soil Science and a summary of the
year’s soil events. This option is being
considered as many members miss
reading Proﬁle during the year and
providing the best content to members
just prior to the Christmas break will be
more useful.
The Federal Executive would love to
have your feedback on this suggestion.
Send comments to
ofﬁce@soilscienceaustralia.org
In the interim
Please send any contributions for the
August Proﬁle by July 31 to
ofﬁce@soilscienceaustralia.org
Reports, photographs, poetry,
artwork, interesting soil proﬁles anything to do with soil is welcome.
Advertising welcome
If you would like to advertise in the
August issue of Proﬁle please send your
contribution to
ofﬁce@soilscienceaustralia.org
before July 31.
Advertising rates
FULL PAGE $500
HALF PAGE $250
QUARTER PAGE $150
BACK PAGE $650
Proﬁle is distributed electronically to
just under 1000 members and can be
PAGE 2
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downloaded from the web by the general
public.
If your audience is in the soil science
community then advertising in Proﬁle is
valuable.
Publication and Advertising dates
August issue - articles and advertising
to be received by July 20
December issue - articles and
advertising to be received by November
20

SOIL SCIENCE
AUSTRALIA
Promoting the ﬁeld of soil
science
Furthering the expertise in soil
science of members
Providing a forum for discussion
in soil science
Increasing Government and
community awareness of soil
Liaising and cooperating with
other organisations in support of
mutual interests
Encouraging research and
extension in soil science
Promoting wise management of
the soil resource throughout
Australia
PRESIDENT
Timothy Overheu CPSS-2
VICE PRESIDENT
Dr Jane Aiken CPSS-2
SECRETARY
Noel Schoknecht
TREASURER
Cath Botta CPSS-2
EXECUTIVE OFFICER Linda
Bennison
CPSS CHAIR
Mr Bernie Powell CPSS-3
SOCIETY PATRON
Dr Penelope Wensley AC

Soil Science Australia
Priorities for
2015-2016
The society will promote soil
science in ﬁve priority areas.
1. Celebrating the
International Year of Soil
2015
Through a range of activities
and media celebrate the 2015
International Year of Soils and
promote the role of Soil Science
Australia in this celebration.
2. Focusing on education,
communication and
extension of soil science.
Support a range of activities
that promote this priority,
including a national soil judging
competition, a soil education
forum, webinars and the soil
science magazine.
3. Contributing to the
national Soil Research,
Development and
Extension Strategy
Take an active role in the
implementation of the strategy.
4. Recognising leadership
and excellence in soil
science
Recognise society members that
take active roles within the
society to promote its goals.
Host a gala dinner to celebrate
60 years of Soil Science
Australia.
5. Implementing an
improved CPSS scheme
Launch a new streamlined
scheme, and actively promote
membership of the scheme.
Continue to develop CPSS
specialist competency
themes aimed at supporting
regulations and seek
opportunities for international
recognition of CPSS.
CONTACT DETAILS
Ph 03 5635 2370
PO Box 1349 Warragul VIC 3820
ofﬁce@soilscienceaustralia.org
ABN 96 080 783 10
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Tim Overheu CPSS-2 Federal President Soil Science Australia

SOIL SCIENCE
AUSTRALIA
AWARDS
NOMINATIONS AND
APPLICATIONS ARE
INVITED FOR THE
2015 SOIL SCIENCE
AUSTRALIA
AWARDS
Nomination forms and

Presidents Message continued
events. A number of other communication formats are being considered,
including improving and updating the content of our YouTube channel and
continuing with the Society Twitter feeds.
Worth noting also is the current planning for events to celebrate the 60th
Anniversary of the Australian Society of Soil Science in 2016. The Society
recorded its ﬁrst meeting in Adelaide with ACT, NSW, Qld, SA and Vic
branches formed in 1956 (and the WA branch coming together in 1957). If
you have any suggestions for our anniversary events, please send them
through to the Federal Ofﬁce so we can start planning.

Tim Overheu CPSS-2 Federal
President, Soil Science Australia

Interesting Facts on the Soils of the Month

conditions for the awards

January - Mottled Brown Sodosol - Richard MacEwan CPSS-3. Lessons not
learned with water and soil... February - February Calcareous Loamy Earth -

can be found on the Soil

Tim Overheu CPSS-2. Not mentioning virgin ﬂuff to the media... March Podosols - Dr Gillian Kopittke. How Gillian almost found an exploding podsol.

Science Australia awards

April - April Petrocalcic Red Dermosol selected by Prof. Robert E White
CPSS-3. Twenty year legal battled ending in the Federal Court over soil.

page.
http://
www.soilscienceaustralia.or
g/membership/applicationforms

Read the full story on http://www.soilscienceaustralia.org/component/content/
category/45-iys-projects?layout=blog

New Publication
Guidelines for Soil Survey along
Linear Features
released by the Queensland Branch

Closing date for all awards
is
MAY 31.

Download the publication from
http://www.soilscienceaustralia.org/images/sampledata/branches_tab/queensland/
occasionalpublications/Guidelines_for_Soil_Survey_along_Linear_Features.pdf

2015 awards include the
Prescott Medal
Publication Medal
Teakle Award
CG Stephens Award
Soil Science Australia
Fellow
Honorary Life Member
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ASSISTANCE FOR MEMBERS TO LOGIN TO THE NEW
ONLINE MEMBERSHIP PORTAL
Membership Manager, Caroline Bennison, is available to assist members with
enquiries, logging into the new membership portal, assist the branches with the
online event registration software and drive the 1000+ members campaign in
2015. With multiple digital proﬁles and logins it can be hard to remember which
username matches which login account – if you need assistance contact
Caroline. When logging into your membership portal remember your username
starts with a capital ‘S’ and is followed by your member number expressed as a 5
digit number.

If you have any questions about your membership to Soil Science
Australia, please email membership@soilscienceaustralia.org.
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CPSS Report
Bernie Powell CPSS-3 Chair CPSS Accreditation Board
CPSS Chair Report
Bernie Powell CPSS 3
In 2015 the CPSS Board will focus on a new streamlined
program, actively promoting CPSS accreditation and
developing CPSS specialist competency themes aimed at
supporting regulations in 2015. This approach was discussed
and supported by Society members who attended the CPSS
Workshop at the National Soils Conference.
Board Membership
Board members for 2015; Bernie Powell as 2015 Chair,
Dr Melissa Salt as Deputy Chair, Dr Brian Murphy, Dr
Louise Cartwright and Prof. Mike McLaughlin. Dr Annie
McNeill completed her term and the Board received
three expressions of interest for the academia position on
the board. Board members reviewed the candidates and
approved Prof. Mike McLaughlin as the Academia
representative on the CPSS Board.
Protocols for assessment panels
2015 fees for OPD diary assessment will be $50/hour and
the CPSS application assessment will be a ﬂat fee of $180.
The Governance Handbook was adopted but to be
treated as a work in progress and continually updated.
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Acid Sulfate Soil Assessment and Management – the
Board has enlisted the assistance of NatCASS to form a
working group to develop the competencies. The chair
will be Bernie Powell.
Carbon measurement – the Board has formed a working
group to develop the competencies. The Chair will be
Brian Murphy. This competency is aimed at supporting the
Federal Government Carbon Farming initiative.
Fundamentals Exam
Congratulations to Declan McDonald and Timothy
Nash who successfully completed the exam. The next
exam will be offered at the end of 2015.
Performance Objectives
To assist members wishing to undertake the
Fundamentals Exam Dr Brian Murphy and Prof Bob White
have reviewed their reference books to identify the
sections of their books that are relevant to the
Fundamental Exam Performance Objectives. This
information will be posted on the CPSS web page to
assist members wishing to sit for the exam.
CPSS Levels of Accreditation
A draft proposal is being considered by members and a
recommendation will be formulated at the next meeting
in April.
International accreditation

The Board approved narratives to remain on the CPSS
application form however narratives will not be required
for the CPSS Competency application forms.

Linda Bennison and Peter Bacon CPSS will explore
opportunities for international accreditation on the
European Soils Field Trip in September and provide a
report back to the Board in 2016.
CPSS accreditation promotion

GRDC soil competencies

The Board is actively promoting accreditation.

A survey of soil competencies for GRDC used the
Performance Objectives from the Fundamentals Exam.
Brian Murphy and Bernie Powell provided feedback on
soil knowledge and skills requirements to Damien Field
(Uni Syd) on behalf of the Board. The main difference is
that the CPSS Exam is aimed at soil science professionals
and all basic soil disciplines whereas the GRDC is more
focused on the sections relevant to cropping and
agronomy. Bernie Powell attended a follow up meeting in
Sydney on the 8th of April 2015.

Universities – Soil Science Australia is asking that their
science teaching units be cross referenced to the
Performance Objectives of the Fundamentals Exam. This
will allow graduates to be readily identiﬁable as being
eligible for CPSS. Bernie Powell has commenced this task
with Prof Neal Menzies at the University of Queensland,
Associate Professor Steven Cattle at the University of
Sydney and Dr John Bennett of University of Southern
Queensland. A joint letter from Tim Overheu and
Bernie Powell is being prepared for the other
universities.
Government regulators - A joint letter from Tim Overheu
and Bernie Powell is being prepared explaining the
beneﬁts of CPSS and encouraging regulators to include a
requirement for CPSS in their soil related regulations,
conditions and guidelines.

Narratives in CPSS application forms.

CPSS Special competencies
These special competencies are aimed at supporting
government regulations that require soil science expertise
and to raise the standard of soil science being undertaken.
Australian Soil Survey – 4 members now approved with
this competency. CPSS members are invited to apply for
this competency; application forms are on the CPSS web
site.
Contaminated Site Assessment and Management - The
Assessment panel is being established, draft guidelines are
being prepared. And have been sent to the EPA in each
State/Territory. The CPSS Board has been invited to
speak about the competency in NSW and Qld. CRC
CARE and EIANZ also have contamination accreditation
schemes with CRC CARE having a higher degree of
acceptance by some state agencies.
Soil Erosion Assessment and Management – application
forms and guidelines established but no applications
received as yet.
PAGE 4

Branch presidents – the Board believes there is a need to
lead by example as a professional soil scientist. The
number of Soil Science Australia members with CPSS has
fallen in recent years which is disappointing after the
strong support showed by branch presidents during
Richard MacEwan’s term as president.
Branch presidents are reminded that CPSS accreditation
is complimentary during their term as president. This also
involves the application fee for candidates (total cost is
$695). Please submit your application as soon as possible.
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Proposed streamlined CPSS Accreditation program
STRATEGIC PRIORITY #5: Implementing an improved CPSS program
Launch a new streamlined program and actively promote membership of the program. Continue to develop CPSS
specialist competency themes aimed at supporting regulations and seek opportunities for international recognition of
CPSS.
Following the April Board meeting the CPSS have considered the feedback from the workshop and members and
suggested that a streamlined CPSS Accreditation Program could be achieved by having one stage of accreditation; CPSS.
The new CPSS category will have minimum entry requirement equivalent of the current stage 2 CPSS. This would result
in the following changes to the current program
•

Student CPSS be abolished

•

Associate CPSS be abolished

•

CPSS-1 be abolished*

•

CPSS-2 and CPSS-3 becomes CPSS

* In the transition period CPSS-1 accredited members will be offered the opportunity to apply for CPSS accreditation
with the CPSS application fee waived.
The rationale behind the changes is
1.

Make the CPSS Accreditation program easy to understand and market. The current system with multiple levels is
confusing and is not well aligned with other industry accreditation programs.

2.

Removing the student accreditation is designed to change the focus for students to have society membership as
the ﬁrst stage in their professional career and gain professional soil work experience prior to applying for CPSS
accreditation.

3.

Abolishing Associate and CPSS-1 removes the training category and reinforces the message that CPSS recognizes
professional soil scientists that have appropriate training and experience (5 years + four courses in soil science/
Fundamental Exam pass).

4.

CPSS 2 and CPSS 3 is confusing and the intended message is a simple one being whether or not you are CPSS
accredited.

Graduate pathway to CPSS Non-graduate pathway to
accreditation
CPSS accreditation
Soil Science Australia student membership
Soil Science Australia Student
Not applicable
membership
Soil Science Australia Ordinary
Ordinar membership
Five years work experience
Four units of soil science at under/
post graduate level
or
a pass in the fundamental exam if less
than four soil courses studied

Requirement
Interest in soil science
Full time study at tertiary level with
soil science courses
Interest in soil science

Five years work experience

10 000 hours experience as a
professional soil scientist

Passes the
Fundamental Exam

Prescribed academic requirements for
CPSS accreditation

CPSS Accredited member of Soil Science Australia
PAGE 5
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WA
The WA 2015 State Conference is shaping up to be an event not to be missed
and the Conference organising team extend a warm welcome to all to enjoy a few days
in the West to Celebrate the International Year of Soil. Come for all or part of the
Conference. Highlights include:
Abstract Submission
We have extended the abstract submission date to May 13th. Please prepare your abstract (350- 400 word maximum)
using the abstract template which can be downloaded from on the Conference News Page . Submit abstracts to
waconference@soilscienceaustralia.org no later than 13th May 2015.

Conference Themes

The theme of the conference is “Celebrating Soils 2015”. It is a Soil Science Australia (WA branch) major event for the
“International Year of Soils 2015”. As part of the conference we aim to celebrate the successful soil management
practices which have contributed to the sustainability and proﬁtability of land use in Western Australia. Papers are
invited from the Agriculture, Mining, Forestry and Urban sectors.

Key Note Speakers
Mr Bill Crabtree is an invited speaker who will talk about “Why the adoption of no-tillage in Australia has been so rapid,
widespread and successful and he will give insights into how other regions across the globe could learn from their
spectacular success”. More information on keynote speakers will be posted on the Conference Blog Page when available

Boodja Lecture
Soil Science Australia (WA Branch) hosts the annual WA Boodja Soil Science Lecture.
Boodja is a Noongar word for “land” and the lecture series acknowledges the important role of aboriginal understanding
in the responsible management of our soil and land. In 2015 the lecture will be incorporated into the conference with
Professor Rob Fitzpatrick (CSIRO Land and Water Flagship / The University of Adelaide, Acid Sulfate Soils Centre (ASSC)
Waite Campus) presenting. Professor Fitzpatrick will present “Making soil talk: The value of soil in solving criminal
investigations”. The Boodja lecture will be held on the evening of Monday 7th September.

Field Trip
The ﬁeld trip will be held on Tuesday the 8th of September. It will address the theme ‘Relevance of Soils to Land Use
Planning / Environmental Issues’ focussing on sites within the coastal plain portion of the catchment to Peel Inlet, which is
part of an internationally recognised wetland system. The day will start with a boat cruise from Mandurah across Peel
Inlet to South Yunderup with speakers providing an overview of the catchment’s soils and geomorphic setting, the role
and activities undertaken by the Peel Harvey Catchment Council, and the effects of acid sulfate soils. From South
Yunderup a bus tour will encompass a range of soil-landscape systems across the coastal plain and foothills with sites and
speakers addressing topics associated with recycling of organic wastes, rural-residential development and competition for
land resources, landcare initiatives, and horticultural production from challenging soils. The day will ﬁnish with a visit to
the Peel Estate Winery in Karnup and promises to provide participants with a good introduction to some key soilrelated land-use issues in the Peel Region as well as an excellent opportunity for networking.

Soil Judging Competition
Soil judging competition is open to teams of undergraduate and post graduate students. The competition will
be held in a location close to Perth. Practice pits Saturday 5th September, Competition pits Sunday
6thSeptember. More details to come so keep an eye on the Conference Blog Page
Conference Location
Mandurah, once a small ﬁshing village that boomed during holiday periods, now has a thriving population of
nearly 65,000 and is one of the most vibrant regional cities in Western Australia on the edge of the PeelHarvey Inlet. Located 70km south of Perth it follows the Indian Ocean coast from its northern extremity at
Madora to the Ramsar-listed wetland Lake Clifton and Yalgorup National Park 50km to the south.
http://www.mandurah.wa.gov.au/ Easily accessed by the new public train system.
PAGE 6
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Registration Costs
Full Registration
(includes 2-Day Conference, Conference
Dinner and Field trip)

Standard

Late*

Soil Science Australia Full Member

$450

$650

Soil Science Australia Student Member

$150

$225

Non-member

$600

$900

Standard

Late

Soil Science Australia Full Member

$150

$225

Soil Science Australia Student Member

$50

$75

Non-Member

$200

$300

Standard

Late

Soil Science Australia Full Member

$150

$200

Soil Science Australia Student Member

$50

$75

Non-Member

$200

$300

Standard

Late

$60

$60

One Day Conference Only

Field Trip Only

Conference Dinner Only
Conference Dinner Monday 7th September
* Late Registration applies from Monday 17 August 2015

Contacts
For any queries relating to the conference please email the Secretary of the Conference committee Wendy
Vance at waconference@soilscienceaustralia.org

Soils in Action 2016 Calendar - images needed

Images are invited for the Soil Science Australia calendar that depict Australian soils in action be it
cultivating the soil with machinery, worms or ants, kids playing in soil, people working with soil. Images
must be high resolution and should be sent to Noel Schoknecht at
secretary@soilscienceaustralia.org
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WA Soil Judging Competition 2015 Overview
Soil Science Australia (WA Branch) invites Soil Science students from around Australia to
Perth to participate in a Soils Judging competition on Sunday 6 September 2015. The
competition forms part of the 2015 WA Soil Science Conference that will be held in
Mandurah (7 to 8 September). Please register for the Soil Judging Competition by
Monday 17 August to secure a place in the competition.
Key Dates and Location
 Monday 17 August: Final date to register teams.
 Saturday 5 September: Practice day. Several soil proﬁles will be available for
practicing soil judging skills.
 Sunday 6 September: Competition day.
 Perth Metropolitan area, Western Australia.
Cost and Registration
 $100 per team.
 Register by e-mailing to waconference@soilscienceaustralia.org.
Who is Eligible to Compete?
 Full-time students from Australian Universities.
 Teams of 4 to 6 students, either from the same University, State or Territory.
Before and On the Day
 The competition will consist of two parts: Individual student competition on a
individually-judged proﬁle (morning, Sunday 6 September) and a Team
competition on a team-judged proﬁle (afternoon, Sunday 6 September).
 Open book competition. A reference list will be provided during ﬁrst week of
July with the competition manual.
 Students will be supplied with standard soil judging scorecard that will consist
of ﬁve different sections, i.e., Soil Morphology, Soil Proﬁle Characteristics, Site
Characteristics, Australian Soil Classiﬁcation and Interpretations.
 During the competition, academic coaches will not be allowed to assist their
teams.
 The academic coaches will be provided with completed scorecards of the
practice proﬁles for assisting their teams in calibrating their soil proﬁle
descriptions.
 A team and an individual student will be crowned as winners.
 Soil Science Australia will issue certiﬁcates to each member of the winning team.
 Individual student winner will receive a certiﬁcate PLUS a travel scholarship
to attend NZ-AUS Soils Conference 2016 in Queenstown, New Zealand.
For more information contact Dr Gaus Azam (gausul.azam@uwa.edu.au)
James Macfarlane (james.macfarlane@student.curtin.edu.au)
The WA Soils Conference 2015 team at waconference@soilscienceaustralia.org
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New WA Branch Student
Committee Member –
James Macfarlane
Meet the newest recruit to the WA
branch!
James is a mature age student at
Curtin University and commenced
his degree in Agribusiness in 2014.
During his ﬁrst year of study he quickly gained
an interest in Agronomy and a fascination with
soils. James was most enthusiastic when invited
to consider joining the Committee and now
holds the position of Student Representative.
James is currently working with Dr Gaus Azam
to design, organise and run the student soil
judging competition – part of the Soil Science
(WA Branch) Conference in Western Australia
in September 2015.
James is keen to promote the competition
amongst fellow students. He notes that soil
judging competitions have existed for the last 50
years or so. Originating in America, these
competitions are now spreading across the
globe, thanks to the importance of soil science
gaining more attention. The ﬁrst soil judging
competition in Australia started in 2012 in
Hobart, Tasmania with ﬁve teams entering and
was won by the University of Tasmania. In 2014
the second competition was held in Melbourne
with 10 teams participating and was won by the
University of Sydney. The competition this
September will be the third in the series and the
ﬁrst to highlight the exciting WA soils. It will also
be the ﬁrst competition involving WA students
(Curtin University, Murdoch University and the
University of Western Australia already showing
interest). James is hoping that the success of
previous years will see an increase in student
teams participating in the competition. A team
from the University of Sydney has already
booked their ﬂights to contend the trophy!
This is a wonderful opportunity for students to
network with like-minded people, equally
passionate about the study of soils. There will
be opportunities to socialise and meet the other
competitors after the event. As well as the
prestige and bragging rights of doing well in the
competition, this experience offers
opportunities to gain valuable ﬁeld training and
personal development. For a nominal entry fee,
this is an event not to be missed by anyone in
Australia involved in the study of soil in any
capacity. The invitation is open to teams of 4-6
students and a team coach from all universities.
Prizes will be awarded to the individual and
team winners with the top individual prize being
a travel scholarship to the 2016 soil judging
competition in New Zealand.
For further information about the competition,
how to enter, an agenda of events, a rule book,
marking guide and more please contact either
Dr Gaus Azam gausal.azam@uwa.edu.au or
James at:
james.macfarlane@student.curtin.edu.au

WA
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UWA soil scientists honoured for challenging ideas
A soil scientist from The University of Western Australia has been
honoured in the latest issue of a leading international publication,
the European Journal of Soil Science, for explaining the way
nutrients especially phosphate react with soil and contributing to
our understanding of plant nutrition.
Professor Jim Barrow, aged 82 but still actively engaged in
scientiﬁc research, was recognised for research which he started
45 years ago. It is the second time in two years that a UWA soil
scientist has been acclaimed in the prestigious journal. In 2013,
Professor Jim Quirk, who was head of the University’s Institute of
Agriculture from 1963 to 1974, was similarly acknowledged.
Professor Alan Robson, also an eminent soil scientist and former
UWA Vice Chancellor, said the work of Professors Barrow and
Quirk was foundational to the University’s current Academic
Ranking of World Universities of 26 in the world in the ﬁeld of
Life and Agricultural Sciences.
The European Journal of Soil Science this month republished the
paper, recognising it as a ‘landmark’ in this, the International Year of
Soils. Professor Barrow wrote the paper, “A mechanistic model
for describing the sorption and desorption of phosphate in soil”,
in 1983 when he was working with the CSIRO in WA and
undertaking research with UWA and the then Department of
Agriculture.
Professor Barrow said the way nutrients reacted with soil and the
way they were rationed to plants by soil was not understood. This
was especially true for phosphate, an expensive fertiliser needed
in fairly large amounts. He showed that when low-phosphate soils
were ﬁrst fertilised, phosphate reacted ﬁrst with the outside of
soil particles and then very slowly soaked into the particles. This
meant it became less accessible to plants. This was why it was
necessary for farmers to reapply phosphate and to supply more
phosphate than was removed by crops in the previous year.
Professor Barrow has recently shown that this “soaking-in”
behaviour only occurs for low-phosphate soils. Once phosphate
has been applied for several years it stops. He thinks that many
Western Australian soils have already reached the stage and
fertiliser plans made up in the early days of fertilising are no
longer appropriate. Too much phosphate is being applied and
especially on the coastal plain, which is polluting our rivers and
estuaries.This work required complicated computer models to
check whether the theory really did describe the behaviour.
Professor Barrow said he began his research at a time when the
CSIRO had one central computer.
“You stored programs on punched cards and accessed the
computer via a card reader connected to a landline.You had to
wait your turn for your ‘batch’ to be processed. It was very slow
indeed. And then we obtained our very own personal computers.
They were laughably slow by modern standards but, just imagine,
you could spend your whole day just working on the computer.
That was when we really did make progress."

2015 has been named
the International Year
of Soils to raise
awareness and
promote the
sustainability of our
limited global soil
resources which are a
foundation source of
food and fresh water.
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VIC
The Royal Society of Victoria & Soil Science Australia Victorian Branch invite
you to attend

Beneath the Surface:
Living with our Industrial Legacy through Urban Renewal
Our industrial heritage, combined with lower environmental standards for much of the last 150 years has
resulted in parts of our urban soil environment becoming contaminated.
In 2015 we celebrate the International Year of Soils. Healthy soils are important for the ongoing viability of
our urban areas by nourishing parks/backyards, food growing, biodiversity and filtering contaminants.
Join the Royal Society of Victoria and Soil Science Australia member Christian Wallis, Principal Scientist
for Golder Associates, to explore the practices that have caused soil contamination, their impacts and the
measures that can be applied to support urban renewal for healthy communities.

Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM The Royal Society of Victoria: 8 La Trobe
Street, Melbourne.For more information and to register visit the Royal Society of Victoria website:
http://www.royalsocietyvictoria.org.au/events/land-contamination-urban-renewal/

‘Soils in ﬁre-prone environments – where does all the charcoal go?’ by Professor
Heike Knicker, Institute of Natural Resources and Agrobiology of Seville, Spain.
- Dr Jess Horton reports on the 23rd G.W. Leeper Memorial Lecture held as part of the 2014 Deans
Lecture Series, University of Melbourne.
Dr Helen Suter, President of the Victorian Branch, opened the Lecture. A ﬂyer detailing Leeper’s career and
contribution to soil science was discussed and given to all of the 75 attendees to the lecture. Prof. Deli Chen formally
introduced the Leeper Lecturer for 2014, Professor Heike Knicker. Heike was born in Germany, where she completed
her PhD and Post Doctorate in Munich. Heiki is now a Professor at the Institute of Natural Resources and Agrobiology
of Seville in Spain and is a world renowned soil scientist.
The lecture began with images showing the impact of ﬁre on the landscape ecosystem and a discussion about the
importance of ﬁre as an important ecological event, particularly in the southern hemisphere. Research into the rate of
charcoal production due to ﬁre would suggest that soil should be 25-125% black carbon (BC), which it isn’t, so this raises
the question, where does the BC go?
The presence of charcoal in different soil proﬁles was explored in the lecture and the options of whether the BC could
be buried, transported into the ocean, or mixed with litter and incorporated into organic matter (OM) (which would
change the OM properties). It is known that charcoal impacts on the properties of OM. It can alter the chemical
properties of the OM, impacts on C concentration and sequestration in the proﬁle, and also the quality of the OM
present. Therefore we need to know more about charcoal in the soil.
Heike and her research group use solid state nuclear resonance magnetic (NRM) spectroscopy to investigate the quality
and quantity of charcoal in soil. Her team are investigating the biotic oxidation of charcoal by adding fungi to charcoal
and tracking the biodegradation of the charcoal. They are comparing the results to those spectra found in natural
conditions and have found that there isa decrease in aromatic compounds over time. Further experiments using
respiration show a fast and slow pool of BC (based on residence time), and show mean residence times (Knicker 2013).
The ﬁndings suggest that the sequestration of charcoal may not be as long as once thought.
Another set of experiments explored charcoal in a soil proﬁle under grassed areas that had been burned biennially for
some time. They found low aromaticity after the ﬁrst year in the surface soil, however, aromaticity increased with
increasing depth. This is due to oxidation of charcoal at the surface, which is converted to carbohydrates that are soluble
and can move deeper into the proﬁle. Alternatively, it interacts with clay and moves with the clay through the proﬁle.
Their current research investigates why charcoal remains in the subsoil. One hypothesis is that oxygen limits
biodegradation at depth.
PAGE 10
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Pedology and Pinot on the Mornington Peninsula

VIC
A ﬁeld trip to selected Mornington Peninsula wineries on
a range of soil types was held on Friday February 20th.
This was able to be held as a consequence of soil pit sites
left open after a ﬁeld trip associated with the Soil Science
Australia National Conference held at the MCG in late
November 2014. It also allowed some early focus on
International Year of Soils in Victoria.
Gary Clark was instrumental in organising the trip with
technical and logistical input from Mark Imhof CPSS-3 and
David Rees CPSS-3 and local support from Lindsay Hyde.
Other input came from Emeritus Professor Bob White
CPSS-3 who was promoting a second edition of his
recent publication on Vineyard Soils and who has well
established connections with the Mornington Peninsula
Vignerons Association (MPVA).
The trip attracted 30 participants including
representatives from many Victorian Tertiary Institutions.
We started at Paringa Winery in Red Hill South with a
talk on behalf of the MPVA from Lindsay McCall. A soil pit
with red friable soil (Ferrosol) on the rolling basaltic
terrain was inspected, followed by a brief wine tasting
(before midday!) Then it was into Red Hill South for a
pre-arranged sit down lunch and social interaction (need
to pace ourselves on these outings!).
Next stop was Port Phillip Estate where our red
gradational soil also occurred in association with a more
texture-contrast (Chromosol) soil type. . The local
manager, Steve Faulkner, helped lead a discussion on
fertility and vigour; and how that could be controlled in
such a productive soil in order to maximise fruit quality
rather than plant quality. He contrasted that with the
sister estate (Kooyong) where we were to visit next. Dr
Ian Porter also contributed to this discussion and
provided an overview of his recent work on soil health
with a number of vignerons in the region.
Our convoy of cars, and a minibus, trailed across the
Peninsula further north to the Kooyong Estate at
Tuerong. This site has strong texture contrast soils with
varying sodicity and acidity depending on topographic
position on the very gently undulating Neogene
sediments (5-10 my). The discussion on fertility and grape
quality continued with the conclusion that these so called
poorer soils probably produced some of the best wine.
We then went further north (closer to Melbourne) to
our last stop at Moorooduc Estate. Here we had a sandy
soil (Tenosol) with a hint of increasing clay at 1.5 m
depth. The site is located on undulating to rolling terrain
that abutts much older (Palaeozoic)sediments. Despite
the sandy soil here the vineyard is not irrigated,
Mark Imhof CPSS-3, David Rees CPSS-3,
Dr. Vanessa Wong, Dr Gary Clark
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prompting discussion about soil moisture in these proﬁles
(and potential groundwater inﬂuence) and management
practices adopted.. Then it was straight to the wine
tasting area for the ﬁnale of the trip.
Overall there was a range of soils and management
practices observed on this trip and the participants
looked like they enjoyed themselves – well, at least at the
wine tastings!

Top:
Inspecting
the vineyard
Above:
Dr Sam
Grover and
son Murray
exploring the
soil pit
Left:
Dr Gary
Clark leading
the
discussion
on soil types.
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Invitation to all members to attend the Tasmanian Soil
Forum, enter the photographic competition and join
branch members for Dirt Drinks.

TAS
On July 3rd 2015 a Tasmanian Soil Forum at the University of Tasmania
campus at Newnham. The forum is to give Tasmanian soil people the
opportunity to come together and discuss current work activities
through a formal 15 minute presentation or informally through
discussions during breaks and intervals. The forum is open to anyone
with an interest in soils and what is currently happening with soils in the
State – or maybe you just want an opportunity to catch up with former
colleagues and discuss old times!!!!! If you wish to present at the forum
please submit a 250 word abstract by the 28th May 2015. Authors
selected to make a presentation will be informed by 15th June 2015. Full
details of the forum, together with registration and presentation
instructions, are available through the “Events” tab on the Soil Science
Australia web page.You are welcome to register and make payment in
cash on the day but please register your intent to attend by emailing
chris.grose@dpipwe.tas.gov.au no later than 26th June for catering
purposes. For those that are interested we will also be organising a
dinner at a local restaurant on the evening of the 3rd July (meal and
drinks at own cost). Further information on this will be provided at the
forum.
The second event is the Soil Photo contest. We are looking for striking
digital images to celebrate the International Year of Soils. Images
submitted for the competition should highlight the beauty, values, roles
and importance soils have within the human and natural environments.
Images MUST be taken in Tasmania. For a minimal cost of $10 you are
entitled to submit up to ﬁve photographs and have the opportunity to
win a ﬁrst prize of $250 plus have you image published in Tasmania 40o
South.Competition rules and further information are also available
through the “Events” tab on theSoil Science Australia web page (you may
have to ﬁlter activities by Tas Branch) or by emailing
chris.grose@dpipwe.tas.gov.au. Closing date for entries is October 30th
2015.
Your Branch committee are working hard to develop other activities
over the coming months and these will either be posted on the Soil
Science Australia web site or you will be informed by email. Please
support these activities as they are organised for you. If there are
particular topics that you would like to see an activity organised around,
or if you have a burning passion on a soil related topic that you would
like to express through a ﬁeld day, please let a member of the committee
know and we will do what we can to assist you. We are always looking
for new ideas!
Finally, if you are ever lost for something to do in Hobart on the last
Friday of each month then why not come along to the Dr Syntax Hotel
in Sandy Bay from 5-6pm to talk soils and soil science over a beverage of
your choice? This is an informal gathering of like-minded soily people
offering the opportunity to catch up on current activities and make new
acquaintances. If there is interest from the membership we could
perhaps organise similar gatherings in other regional centres? Let me
know what you think.
I look forward to welcoming you to the Soil Forum, receiving your
stunning soil images and catching up with you at the Dirt Drinks at the
Dr Syntax Hotel.
Chris Grose, President Tasmanian Branch
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WANTED
Striking digital images to celebrate the
International Year of Soils that highlight
the beauty, values, roles and importance
soils have within the human and natural
environments.
Images MUST be taken in Tasmania. Entry
fee $10; ﬁrst prize of $250 and the
winning image is published in Tasmania
40o South.
Competition rules and further
information are also available through the
“Events” tab on theSoil Science Australia
web page.

The Tasmanian Branch cordially
invites you to DIRT DRINKS.
If you are in Hobart on the last
Friday of the month join this casual
gathering of all interested parties to
talk soils and soil science over a
beverage at the Dr Syntax Hotel,
139 Sandy Bay Road in Sandy Bay
Hobart.
DIRT DRINKS will be on as a
regular event on the last Friday of
the month from 5 to 6 pm
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Environmental Solutions from Soil Science
NSW Branch Canberra Soils Meeting Thursday 16- 17 April 2015
The importance of soil in determining the quality of wines, the role
of biodiverse environmental plantings (BEPs) in sequestering soil
carbon and the importance of inputs of Aeolian dust into the soillandscapes of the Yass Valley were some of the key issues
discussed during the ﬁeld trip on the ﬁrst day of the soils meeting.
40 delegates attended Day 2 of the meeting, which consisted of
presentations at the Fenner School of Environment and Society,
ANU, and was opened by the Federal President Tim Overheu
CPSS. To capitalize on the meeting being held in Canberra, the ﬁrst
two presentations were policy papers from invited key note
speakers Ian Thompson and Joe Pryor, representing the
Department of Agriculture and Department of Environment
respectively. A total of 14 other presentations were given on a
range of topics, six of which came from PhD students. The meeting
concluded with a SSA NSW Branch Meeting chaired by the state
president Jane Aiken CPSS.
On the Thursday night the conference dinner was held at a local
Asian restaurant and attended by 27 delegates who brought along
wine from the ﬁeld trip to accompany the banquet dinner and help
keep the conversation going well into the evening.
28 delegates enjoyed a marvellous day weatherwise on the ﬁeld trip
when four stops were visited in the Yass Valley. The stops
consisted of (i) BEPs where Zoe Read CPSS SA outlined her
research on the role of BEPs in sequestering soil carbon, (ii) a
roadside cut at Yass where Richard Greene discussed Aeolian
deposition, and (iii) visits to two vineyards. After Peter Fogarty
described the soil pits at the Clonakilla and Gallagher vineyards, the
delegates were magniﬁcently hosted by the two owners Tim Kirk,
and Greg Gallagher respectively, who imparted their knowledge on
wine making, and turned on generous wine tastings.

NSW

Above: Tim Kirk (left) and Peter Fogarty
discuss wine production from a Red Chromosol
at Clonakilla vineyard, Murrumbateman.

Above: Delegates show great enthusiasm for
wine tasting at the Gallagher vineyard.

2.

Left:
John Leys
and his dust
presentation
.

Observations from the President Tim Overheu CPSS
Being an ex-Canberran lad, the ﬁeld trip linked to the NSW Branch event was a great opportunity to see the various land
use changes linked to the increasing gowth in population for Canberra, especially the peri-urban sprawl extending past
Canberra into NSW and the associated opportunities and impacts.
The forum opened with key-note speaker Ian Tompson from the Commonwealth Department of Agricultue. Ian's
presentation gave a brilliant snapshot on the key issues and outcomes from various funded soil related activity across
Australia, including a brief discussion on the National Soil RD&E Strategy and an illustration of some of the websites now
established where communities can access good science-based online soil information. I also collected my favourite quote
of the month from Ian - "Soils are the engine room for food production."
Other presentations covered the breadth and depth of the soil activity occurring locally and internationally, and included
information on innovative approaches and new technology being used. It was great to also see student presentations in
the mix, with some presenters squarely putting the complexities and challenges they were facing to the audience seeking
their input and advice.
The Forum was closed off with a 'semi-formal' meeting of the NSW Branch, led by Branch President (and Federal Vice
President) Dr. Jane Aiken. Again, it was refreshing to see the same challenges being faced by other branches, while also
having a terriﬁc full schedule of activity.
PAGE 13
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Urban and Anthropogenic Soils October 2015
There is growing interest in the international soil science
community in soils in the urban context, and in soils made
from anthropogenic materials.The Soil Science Society of
America (SSSA) has even formed a division: https://
www.soils.org/membership/divisions/urban-andanthropogenic-soils
Soil science is being taught in several design faculties in the
U.S. such as Harvard Graduate School of Design
(architecture, planning and landscape architecture)- pioneered
by soil scientist and author Phillip Craul.
Soil science in Australia has traditionally been taught in an
agricultural or geomorphological context. However, there are
some exceptions.The University of Melbourne Burnley
Campus teaches soil science in an urban horticulture context.
Pam Hazelton at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS)
teaches soils within an environmental and engineering and
built environment context, and Peter Martin at The University of
Sydney (USYD) has produced agronomy and soils graduates
for the sports-turf industry. Simon Leake has practiced soil
science in the built environment for nearly 30 years and there
are many other soils graduates working in the environmental
area such as waste to land management and contaminated
sites, much of which occurs at the urban interface.
Despite this professional progress, there is little momentum
occurring in the established faculties in teaching soils in the
urban context outside of contamination and engineering
issues.This lack of academic progress is surprising since
Australia has produced some world-renown publications in
the area.The outstanding work of Kevin Handreck including
what is widely considered the best book in the world on the
subject “Growing Media for Ornamental Plants and Turf”,
culminated in the best industry standard in the world “AS
3743 – Potting Mixes in 2003. Australia also has a very
creditable standard for composted materials, AS 4454 (2012)
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Environmental Solutions from
Soil Science continued
While the two-day forum certainly
demonstrated that there are a suite
of diverse environmental solutions
facilitated through soil science
practice, it also highlighted a number
of challenges for Soil Science Australia
and our member practitioners:

• There is a critical need for soil science to
engage with federal and state politicians
(together with their associated ministerial
advisors or policy ofﬁcers). Soil science
needs to keep pressing the point of the
importance of sustainable soil management
as the basis for food systems, fuel and ﬁbre
production, essential ecosystem functions
and better adaptation to climate change for
present and future generations.

• To communicate the importance of soil,
including the promotion of the International
Year of Soils (beyond just the words or
rhetoric), soil scientists must communicate
to a wide audience, which in some instances
will require de-mystifying the science to
share our knowledge and information. This
wider audience group includes urban and
small property lifestyle landholders who
represent the greatest mass of the
Australian voting public.

• Enthusiastic groups, such as the NSW Soil
Knowledge Network (SKM) need
encouragement and support, especially with
some of their key initiatives (e.g. sourcing,
scanning and storing the legacy of past
NSW soils information at risk of being
lost). In consideration of this model that has
been established in NSW, I reckon there
should be similar groups established in
every state of Australia! Emeritus Soil
Scientists - a knowledge bank of specialists
and a group willing to coach / mentor the
younger generation of upcoming soil
scientists!

– Composts, soil conditioners and mulches”, and our Society
continues with representation on the CS-037 Garden Soils
and Potting Mixes Standards Committee.
The gambit of Urban and Anthropogenic Soils is much
wider than most soil scientists realize and includes:
- The survey, recovery and repurposing of in-situ or natural
soils on “Green-ﬁeld” and “Brown-ﬁeld” development sites. The design and construction of completely new soils for
specialist purposes from manufactured materials e.g
Sports-ﬁelds and recreational turf and racetracks Green
roofs and walls, Rain-gardens and storm-water treatment
soils, Potting media for the nursery industry
- Rehabilitation and revegetation of both natural materials
(overburdens and ﬁll) and anthropic material (eg power
station ashes).

·
·

• With land use change comes potential for
land use conﬂict with competing needs for
the available resources. It's essential that soil
science is proactive and prepared for the
changes in land use, engaging with industy
and ensuring good soil information is linked
to strategic planning and policy instruments.

Urban “farming” and food production.

Composting of industrial, forestry and other organic
and inorganic wastes
Land application and beneﬁcial reuse of industry and
animal wastes (manures etc)

·

Construction of effective root-zones for trees in a
heavily urbanised context.

·

The holy trinity of soil disciplines pedology, chemistry and
physics are irreplaceable in all of these areas of endeavour
and it is the soil scientist who has the best educational
background to work effectively in them. In 2008 the world
PAGE 14

NSW

•

Soil science must also stand ﬁrm against
(and where appropriate debunk) the
multitude of Snake-Oil salesmen - spruking
non-science based wares as solutions to
complex environmental conditions.
Tim Overheu CPSS
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Urban and Anthropogenic Soils October
2015 continued
passed the 50% urbanization mark, and Australia’s
population is one of the most urbansied in the world
with 86% of the population living in cities. As such,
there is increasing interest in creating safe, healthy,
functional environments in urban areas.
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The 'Majestic Food Plains' exhibition
National Trust Gallery, Observatory
Hill Sydney NSW
27th March - 7th April

NSW

Soils science was a major focus in an art exhibition recently.

Creating effective soil and vegetation associations
are important not only for their aesthetic and
psychological effects in the urban context but for
their environmental beneﬁts such as improved air
and stormwater quality, reduced “heat island”
effects and carbon sequestration through
revegetation. From a soil science perspective, such
work requires and understanding of anthroposols –
soils profoundly modiﬁed by human activity.

The exhibition by artist and farmer Dr Robbie van Hemert was
a showcase of the beauty and productivity of the Liverpool
Plains region of NSW. There were containers of soil, paintings of
soil, and soil as part of artistic representations of the food bowl as well as herbarium and botanical paintings of the crops grown
and of the Plains landscape. Robbie celebrates the value of the
Plains as a food-producing region, and has developed an
educational program with primary school http://
www.foodriverstation.com .

The Soil Science Australia NSW Branch
Committee is considering holding an inaugural
workshop on “Urban and Anthropogenic
Soils” later this year
(October 2015). If you have a topic you would
like discussed, or an abstract of a paper you
would like to present please contact Dr Peter
Bacon (NSW Branch Vice President –
E:woodlots3@bigpond.com).

As NSW Farmers' President Fiona Simson said at the opening of
the exhibition, the Liverpool Plains yield 40% above other
Australian cropping areas.The signature soils are the Vertosols;
and Ann Young spoke about these (and used the engaging
description provided by Robert Edis CPSS - see the link on the
Society website) and the International Year of Soil. On the
Liverpool Plains, the combination of excellent soils, all-year
growing season and good aquifers make the region BSALbeautiful!

We anticipate that short “headline” presentations
would work best as it will be a one-day event.The
purpose of the workshop is not only to highlight the
importance of this area as a worthwhile topic for
research and career development but to gauge the
interest in Australia in setting up a focus group
such as ASSS has done.

Unfortunately for agriculture, the Plains are underlain by coal and
gas resources. Shenhua's Watermark open cut mine (which
would remove and then re-build a ridge) would be close to Lake
Goran and directly beside the black soil plains, and cover an
area of about 4200 football ﬁelds. Amazingly, a proposed
consent condition requires Shenhua to establish 100 ha of BSAL
- we may be getting better at anthropogenic soils but this is a
very tall order!

Jane Aiken, CPSS-2
NSW Branch President

Are you looking for a job or wish
to advertise a job or scholarship?
Soil Science Australia provides a free service

BHP has plans to longwall mine underground at Caroona. The
Society has expressed concern about the Shenhua project to
the Commonwealth Ministers for Environment and for
Agriculture. As soil scientists, we need to speak up for the
protection of high quality agricultural land. One of the
objectives for this International Year of Soil is 'sensitising
decision-makers about the need for robust investment in
sustainable soil management activities'.

listing soil science positions and opportunities
on the Careers page. New postings are sent
out via Twitter https://twitter.com/
soilscienceaust
Currently the University of Sydney is advertising for
two PhD candidates to undertake research in the
area of soil carbon and climate change.
http://www.soilscienceaustralia.org/careers/
employment-opportunities

Send job details to
ofﬁce@soilscienceaustralia .org and keep
checking the employment opportunities page:
http://www.soilscienceaustralia.org/careers/
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Photo: Ann Young, Jane Aiken CPSS-2, Robbie van Hemert
(artist) and Bob Young at the Majestic Food Plains exhibition.
Photo taken by Peter Bacon CPSS-3
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STUDENT AWARD EVENING
THURSDAY 14TH MAY 2015
Presented by

Queensland·s Chief Scientist
Dr Geoff Garrett

Soil Science Australia

We

invite

all

students,

members

(Qld Branch)

interested non-members to come along, to

is proud to recognise

support those students receiving an award,

outstanding student
achievement at this
Student Awards
Evening  

learn

about

soil

science

opportunities from the highly
respected

Dr

Neil

McKenzie

(formerly CSIRO), and network
with other scientists over dinner.

Where: Ground Level EcoSciences Precinct, Boggo Road Dutton Park
Time: 6pm dinner, 7pm meeting on Thursday 14th May 2015
Cost: Students Eat Free, Members $10, Non-members $15
Registration: https://soilscienceaustralia.memnet.com.au/MemberSelfService/EventList.aspx
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Queensland Branch Report
10-Feb-15 OGM >40 attendees

16-Feb-15 Soil Basics Training Course. 42 Attendees

David Tongway "Integrating Soil
Science with Landscape Ecology”

Alisa Bryce Soils in Schools:
members voted to fund $8000
towards the plan

23-Feb-15 Teacher Soil

28-Mar-15 Soil Stall (Corinda SHS Open Day)

Workshop (with STAQ,
UQ, Corinda SHS)

March-15 Soil Magazine
Mailed to >150 influential
Queenslanders

27-Feb-15 Soil Stall
(Food Connect Event)

Mark Furney Member for
Ferny Grove & Soils mag

c12-Apr-15 Soil Stall (Felton Food Festival)

13-Apr-15 BrisScience “Digging Deeper” Public Lecture

23-Apr-15 Rural Press Club “What Lies Beneath…”
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Brisbane,
Queensland
Jorge Alcaino-Palmer

Kristie Williams

Nature, Distribution and Management of
Queensland soils
Thur sday 18 th June - Fr iday 19th
June 20 15

!

BussQ Room, Construction Training
Centre, 460-492 Beaudesert Rd,
Salisbury, Queensland.
Bernie Powell CPSS-3, a former Queensland Government
soil scientist with more than 40 years experience will
facilitate this well-structured and very informative
workshop. Bernie will be supported by Dennis Baker, a
soi l chemi st who has 40 year s exper i ence as a
government chemist and as a soil consultant. The
workshop is designed to engage participants with a high
level of interaction. For those who have had minimal
formal soils training or whose training did not include
the Australian Soil Classification, the workshop provides
a solid introduction to this system and how to use it. The
workshop will enable participants to gain a deeper
understanding of the soils of Queensland, and has been
enhanced with a significant emphasis on soil testing,
interpretation of soil data and case studies. I t will assist
those applying for CPSS accreditation.

The wor kshop is lim ited to 12 places.
T o a vo i d d i sa p p o i n t m en t p l ea se
r egister no later than June 12.

!

Cost of the workshop is $900.00 per person.
A discounted registration fee of $500 is available for
enrolled university students. There is no GST applied to
the registration fee. Discounts are available for group
bookings. Please contact Bernie Powell to organise.
ABN: 96 080 783 106

Presenter Bernie Powell, M. Rur. Sc., B. Ag. Sc., QDA.,
can be contacted for more information via
kb.powell@bigpond.com.

Click her e to r egister
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Read what other s said
about an ear lier
wor kshop:

!

“The workshop increased
my understanding of soil
science, refined my skills
and developed my
Competencies to the
extent that I am now
confident to proceed down
the path to become a
Certified Professional Soil
Scientist. I would highly
recommend the workshop
to anyone who requiring a
better understanding of
soils in a Qld context and
those with unresolved
technical questions.”
Alex Koeman,
Environmental Scientist.

!

“Having been thrown into
soils early in my career,
being overwhelmed by the
quantity of soils
information available and
haphazardly completing
soil classifications, I found
this workshop to be
invaluable. I t provided the
opportunity to identify key
information to assist me
with current projects,
understand key concepts,
validate my soils
knowledge, interact with
peers and appreciate
similar issues, and of
course interact with a soil
scientist of Bernie’s
calibre.”
Alex Kochnieff –
Environmental engineer

!

‘I t was an honour to be
able to participate in this
workshop with Bernie
Powell. All the soil science
courses I have completed
have never addressed the
soil orders and keys for
assessing or predicting the
type of soil and the typical
characteristics that set
them apart.”
Tami Mills,
Environmental Scientist.
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Soils Trip to Cameroon
Mr Ibrahima Saidou travelled to Cameroon during January 2015 for a research project relating to his Master of Dryland
Agricultural Systems major (MSc) at Curtin University. A component of his research will be to investigate soil constraints
facing small-holder farmers in the valley beds of Yaounde, the capital of Cameroon. Major food crops grown are
predominantly legumes, with a range of market garden products such as Amaranthus, Capsicum annuum, Lycopersicum
sp., Ocinum basilicum, Apium graveolensdulce, Lectuca sp. and Corchorus olitorius. The crops are fertilised with
chicken manure, which is sprayed by hand on the paddocks before re-planting and then inorganic fertiliser such as N-PK and urea applied. The soil phreatic nappe (soil below water level) in these regions is between 60 and 70 cm. Selected
soil properties in the top 0-20 cm of two locations investigated are shown in Table 1. Mr Saidou is currently analysing
his main ﬁndings and if you have further information to share with him, he can be please contact him
ibrahima.saidou@postgrad.curtin.edu.au

Table 1: Selected soil properties in the topsoil (0-20cm) for two sites in Cameroon.
Nkolbisson
Nkolodom
Colour (Munsell)
10YR 5/6
2.5YR 2.5/3
Yellowish brown
Dark reddish brown
Texture
Clay loam
Clay
pH (H2O) 1:5
4.86
5.59
EC (mS/cm) 1:5
0.15
0.90
Organic C (%)
14.6
27.4
Total N (%)
0.176
0.322
P (Bray2) (mg/kg)
559
1817
Total CEC (cmol/kg)
14.17
21.83
Chemical soil analysis was conducted by the Yaoundé Institute of Agricultural Research and Development.

Land preparation in wet areas
Nkolodom (left) and Nkolbisson
(right)

Discussion and interview of farmers
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An opportunity to
inspire the next generation
of soil scientists

- simply to get out and share your
enthusiasm for soils with the
younger generation!”

Make 2015, the International
Year of Soils, the time to get
involved with your local community
and raise awareness of the
importance of soils. Share what you
know about soil science with school
teachers and their students, through
the national CSIRO Scientists and
Mathematicians in Schools program.

Heather Percy, also a
member of Soil Science Australia, is
doing just that and has recently
been partnered with a teacher at
Dalyellup Primary School, WA. She is
looking forward to the activities she
has planned with her teacher
around the science curriculum. Her
partner is doing geology this term
and Heather will talk about
identifying rocks and how they
formed, followed by taking a look at
the different soil types in the local
area and doing some soil testing
with the students. In third term the
topic is biology, and they will look at
the relationships between soil and
plants, and in fourth term the
students will be learning about
electricity, and Heather will lead an
investigation of soil conductivity and
soil pH meters.

Scientists and
Mathematicians in Schools creates
and supports ﬂexible, ongoing
partnerships between volunteer
professionals and teachers in
primary and secondary schools
across Australia.
We already have a few soil
scientists participating in Scientists
and Mathematicians in Schools
partnerships. Soil Science Australia
President, Tim Overheu, has
experienced the program ﬁrst hand,
being involved with two successful
partnerships in WA with teachers at
South Stirling Primary School and
Kojonup District High School.
Tim has an incredible passion
to share his love of soils. “I love
soils. I’m really passionate about
Extending information about the
soils, landscapes, soil features to
regional communities. I hope by the
end of the day we’ll have a
graduating class of mini soil
scientists1”.Tim is enthusiastic for
the soil science community to get
involved to raise awareness and
promote the sustainability of our
limited soil resource. "Through my
partnership with the South Stirling
Primary School, I always enjoyed
leading a ﬁeld excursion that I
simply called a 'Fossil Frolic'. It was
very rewarding to see the
participating school children go
from 'oh...it's a rock' to 'wow, look
at this, look at this' - ﬁnding a few
fossils was the attention grabber, but
it gave the opportunity for the
children to also be introduced to
the natural environment around
them and linking landscapes to soils.
I can highly recommend the
Scientists and Mathematicians in
Schools program to all soil scientists
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Skilled volunteering is an
effective way to bring real science
into the classroom. Scientists and
Mathematicians in Schools
partnerships are ﬂexible and may
occur in a face-to-face setting, in
distance arrangements or as a
combination. Scientists and
Mathematicians in Schools offers a
unique opportunity to engage
students in STEM areas through a
real life model – you!
Get involved with Scientists
and Mathematicians in Schools
today! For further information and
to register, visit
www.scientistsinschools.edu.au.
Scientists and Mathematicians in
Schools is supported by the
Australian Government and
managed by CSIRO Education and
Outreach.

Giving teachers and
students an opportunity
to have a close-up look
at soil in a Scientists
and Mathematicians
in Schools partnership.

Soils in the Secondary
School Curriculum
Year 8: Landforms and landscapes
which includes a study of
erosion, the degradation of
landscapes which can include soil
erosion in farming regions and
ways to protect landscapes
Year 9: Biomes and Food security
with signiﬁcant references to the
importance of soils in growing
food and ﬁbre
Year 10: Environmental change and
management where students can
study land [and soil] degradation
and management practices to
improve the environment.
Year 4: The Earth’s environment
sustains all life: includes reference
to types of natural vegetation
and the signiﬁcance of vegetation
to the environment and people vegetation protecting land from
erosion by water or wind
Year 5 : Factors that shape the
human and environmental
characteristics of places: exploring
the extent of change in the local
environment over time; the
impact of bushﬁres and ﬂoods on
environments.
It is important to note that whilst
we have an Australian
Curriculum, each state has
adapted the curriculum slightly.
In Victoria it is AusVELS – but
overall you could use the above
for curriculum links to soil in the
Australian Curriculum: Geography
EO of the Geography Teachers
Association, Libby Hillman
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The Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation now has 824 schools delivering the Kitchen Garden
National Program; that is10% of all Australian schools with a primary curriculum are running this successful,
proven, Australian-made pleasurable food education program. These schools represent a huge and diverse
range of Australian communities – from small to large; urban, rural and remote; government and nongovernment, and varying socioeconomic backgrounds – but all are united in their commitment to delivering
hands-on food education that is educational, inspirational, accessible and, above all, fun!

Growing from the ground up interviews with community gardeners
(#IYC2015CG)
Appreciating soil properties can make food production in the city a reality
and improve the value society places on soil for sustaining life. I have started a
IYC2015 activity that comprises interviews by an individual soil scientist with
individual community gardeners. I collect interviews with a free download app on
my mobile phone and the quality is good enough for the ABC. The interviews can
be done as a low level activity though the year by individual soil scientists.
The interviews can be broadcast on ABC especially if you register as a community
correspondent (http://www.abc.net.au/local/stories/2014/02/24/3951300.htm). ABC run these interviews as part of the
regular Saturday gardening program. Making contacts via the national community garden network could be a good
start (http://communitygarden.org.au/) for ﬁnding interviewees.
Counting the number of #IYC2015CG interviews posted at the end of the year would measure our progress. There is
about $8,000 for Division 4 Environment activities and some part of this could be used to reward the most active growing
from the ground up pedologist (to be conﬁrmed).
Growing from the ground up interviews with community gardeners (#IYC2015CG)
Format: Collect a 5 minute interview with a gardener in their plot on your mobile phone. Take a few pictures or a video
with the phone too. Up to you.
Dig a hole to 1-1.5 m with a 100mm hand auger, look over the soil proﬁle properties and relate them to their garden
experience and how they manage soil to grow food. Post interviews to the local ABC radio station. Interviews may be
run on ABC saturday garden shows.
The soundﬁles can be posted on social media more broadly as well as the ABC. Posting to the International Soil Science
Society and FAO on twitter and facebook using #IYC2015 #IYC2015CG is easy.
Ian Hollingsworth CPSS Vice-president of the Division 4 environment commission
ian.hollingsworth@horizonesse.com
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Scientists in Schools, Kitchen Gardens, IYS, Soil Science Australia
- where is the synergy?
Are there any members interested in exploring how Soil Science Australia can
support these programs?
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A Golden Anniversary for Soil Science
in Fiji
John Morrison1 and David Leslie2
1

University of Wollongong, NSW 2522 2 Landcare Research,
Manaaki Whenua, Nelson, New Zealand, 7020
2015 represents the golden anniversary of the publication
of a most signiﬁcant document for soil science in Fiji.
The Soil Resources of the Fiji Islands, 2 Volumes, by
Ian T. Twyford and A. Charles S. Wright was published in
1965 by the government printer in Suva. This was the
result of intensive ﬁeld work with accompanying
laboratory studies and a detailed inventory of land use in
the colony (as it was then) in the 1950s and early 1960s.
The publication consisted of a descriptive and
interpretative volume (Volume 1, 570 p) and an
accompanying set of maps (Volume 2). The set was
originally sold for 7 guineas (£7-7-0).
Volume 2 contained a set of 8 soil map sheets produced
at a scale of 1 inch to 2 miles (1: 126,720), 8 land
classiﬁcation sheets, a soil map legend, a land classiﬁcation
map legend, a general soil pattern, a generalised land use
map, a geological map, a rainfall and climate environmental
map, a map of alienated land in Fiji, a landslope map and a
population distribution map. These two volumes thus
presented an extensive body of information on the soils
of Fiji providing the country with one of the best
resource statements of any developing country at that
time. The information was widely used for land use and
other resource decision making for about 30 years until
new soil maps and accompanying information was
produced following new soil mapping and related research
in the 1980s.
This new information was produced in a collaborative
effort coordinated through the Land Use Section of the
Fiji Department of Primary Industries, and led by a senior
soil surveyor (D.M. Leslie) seconded using NZ Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade support. Substantial support
came from the New Zealand Soil Bureau DSIR (now part
of Landcare Research Manaaki Whenua), along with
ﬁnancial and technical inputs from Australia and USA.
Collaboration involved the University of the South
Paciﬁc, the Sugar Research Centre of the Fiji Sugar
Corporation (now the Sugar Research Institute of Fiji), Fiji
Pine Commission. Queensland DPI, South Paciﬁc Applied
Geoscience Commission (SOPAC) and the Secretariat of
the Paciﬁc Community (SPC).
The new information includes a set of 48 soil maps at
scale of 1:50,000 covering the whole country, an
accompanying set (Leslie and Seru, 1998) of Soil
Taxonomic Unit Description Sheets for each of the 220
soil series identiﬁed, a monograph summarising the key
features of the soils of Fiji (Leslie, 1997), detailed soil
survey reports of the Fiji government agricultural
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research stations (and the Tutu station on Taveuni), and a
user friendly interpretative manual for managing Fiji soils
(Leslie, 2012). Fiji once again has one of the best soil
information databases for strategic land use planning and
management.
Over the last 50 years
signiﬁcant changes have
occurred in the Fiji economy
with a move away from heavy
dependence on sugar and
other agricultural commodities
as the main foreign exchange
earner. Tourism, mining and
forestry have become more
important, but there is still a
heavy dependence of soil
related activities for export
earnings and local economic
activity. Domestic
production of food is still of
critical importance and a
degree of subsistence living is
still found in more rural areas.
This dependence on soil
resources is expected to
continue far into the future
and the knowledge base that
should be used for land use
and related decision making is
now readily available. Activities
based on Twyford and Wright
have helped Fiji in achieving
many of its development
goals, and the future wellbeing of its citizens will
continue to involve good use
of the soil resources.
Leslie, D.M. (1997). An
introduction to the soils of
Fiji. Fiji SCEP, Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and
ALTA, Suva, Fiji. AusAID. 182 p.
Leslie, D.M.; Seru,V.B. 1998. Fiji soil taxonomic description
handbook. Manaaki Whenua Press. 2 volumes. 928p.
Leslie, D.M. (2012). A Manual for Utilising and Managing
the Soil Resources of Fiji, Secretariat of the Paciﬁc
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WHAT IS TWITTER AND WHY IS SOIL
SCIENCE AUSTRALIA USING IT

Why You Can’t Have Organic Food Without
Soil
Hydroponic farming is missing one very important
ingredient, and a whole way of thinking that goes along with
it. Read more at http://civileats.com/2015/04/13/why-youcant-have-organic-food-without-soil/
____________________________________
Restoring our soils by learning from history
Most of our ideas about soils ignore the millions of years
before mankind started farming. But what happened during
the 99.9% of a soil’s history contains very important
lessons. So let us celebrate the International Year of Soils by
looking at what that history can tell us – and build on those
lessons for the future. http://www.agriculturesnetwork.org/
magazines/global/soils-for-life/conservation-agriculture
____________________________________
We’re treating soil like dirt. It’s a fatal
mistake, as our lives depend on it
To keep up with global food demand, the UN estimates, 6m
hectares (14.8m acres) of new farmland will be needed
every year. Instead, 12m hectares a year are lost through
soil degradation. According to the UN’s Food and
Agriculture Organisation, the world on average has just 60
more years of growing crops.
The intensiﬁcation of farming over the last century has
increased the rate of soil erosion 60-fold. Among the
solutions suggested are zero-tillage (also known as
conservation agriculture) and permaculture, which means
working with complex natural systems. Read more http://
www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/mar/25/
treating-soil-like-dirt-fatal-mistake-human-life
____________________________________
Understanding Vineyard Soils
by Robert E. White, second edition, hardcover, 280 pages,
March 2015, Oxford University Press.
This new edition of Robert White’s inﬂuential book
presents the latest updates on topics such as measuring soil
variability, managing soil water, the possible effects of climate
change, rootstock breeding and selection, monitoring
sustainability, and improving grape quality. The promotion of
organic and biodynamic practices has raised a general
awareness of ‘soil health’, often associated with a soil’s
biology, but which to be properly assessed must be based
on a soil’s physical, chemical, and biological properties.
This book is a practical guide for winegrowers, and the lay
reader who is interested in the concept of terroir and wants
to discover more about the inﬂuence of different soil types
on vine performance and wine character.
____________________________________
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Twitter is an information network made up of
140-character messages called Tweets. It's an
easy way to discover the latest news related
to subjects you care about.
Soil Science Australia tweets are designed to
alert people to a soil related activity and
provides event details and the link to further
information (not always easy with 120 characters!).
Tweets tend to have #soil or #soilscience at the end so
people interested in soil or soil science can track the
tweets by the hashtag (#) subject.
The Soil Science Australia twitter name is
https://twitter.com/soilscienceaust
TWEETED April 26 2015
Professor Steven
Raine USQ launching
a new soil water app
for Qld farmers at the
Rural Press Club
Brisbane #soil
Qld Govt Principal
Scientist Land and Water position advertised
Closing date 8 May More details https://
smartjobs.qld.gov.au/jobtools/
jncustomsearch.viewFullSingle?
in_organid=14904&in_jnCounter=221468572&in_skil
ls=principal+scientist&in_orderby=scoring
%20desc … #soil #soiljobs

USDA SOIL HEALTH
AWARENESS
Soil is a living and life-giving natural resource.
As world population and food production demands rise,
keeping our soil healthy and productive is of paramount
importance. So much so that we believe improving the
health of our Nation’s soil is one of the most important
conservation endeavors of our time.
The resources on this soil health section of our site are
designed to help visitors understand the basics and
beneﬁts of soil health—and to learn about Soil Health
Management Systems from farmers who are using those
systems.
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/
soils/health/
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Increased proﬁle wettability in texturecontrast soils from clay delving: case studies in
South Australia
Giacomo Betti A , Cameron Grant A B , Gordon
Churchman A and Robert Murray A
A Waite Research Institute, School of Agriculture Food and
Wine, University of Adelaide, PMB 1 Glen Osmond, SA
5064, Australia.
B Corresponding author. Email:
cameron.grant@adelaide.edu.au
Soil Research 53(2) 125-136 http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/
SR14133 PDF (1.7 MB) $25
Export Citation
Abstract
Clay delving is becoming a popular practice to increase
productivity of texture-contrast soils in southern
Australia. The practice brings subsoil clay to the surface to
be mixed with the sandy topsoil, and unlike clay spreading,
it combines the addition of hydrophilic material with a
ripping effect that disrupts the sharp boundary between
the sandy topsoil and clayey subsoil. Our objective was to
evaluate the magnitude of effects caused by delving on the
spatial distribution of water through the proﬁle for three
Sodosols (Stagnic Solonetz soils) in the south-east of
South Australia. We also wished to evaluate the extent to
which clay delving might reduce water ponding at the A–B
horizon interface. We wetted both delved and undelved
texture-contrast soils with a Brilliant Blue dye solution
under initially dry and wet conditions (to evaluate the
effect of antecedent water content), and then took digital
images of the stained proﬁles for quantitative comparison
of the wetted areas.
The stained soil proﬁles indicated that clay delving reduced
preferential water ﬂow (ﬁnger ﬂow) and resulted in
deeper and more uniform wetting of the A horizon,
particularly under initially dry conditions. Under wet
conditions (where water repellence was largely
overcome), ﬁnger ﬂow was signiﬁcantly reduced regardless
of delving but it still occurred to varying degrees
depending on site characteristics. Delving signiﬁcantly
reduced ponding of water at the A–B horizon boundary
and allowed greater penetration into the B horizon. At all
sites, greater effects occurred directly on the delving lines
and diminished with distance, implying that closer spacing
of delving tines would increase uniformity of wetting
throughout the proﬁle. The effectiveness of delving on
proﬁle wetting was highly variable across the three sites,
indicating that the outcome depends inter alia on the
intrinsic soil characteristics and the delving equipment
used in the ﬁeld.
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Carbon dynamics from carbonate dissolution
in Australian agricultural soils
Waqar Ahmad A D E , Balwant Singh A , Ram C. Dalal B C
and Feike A. Dijkstra A
A

Department of Environmental Sciences, Faculty of
Agriculture and Environment, The University of Sydney,
Eveleigh, NSW 2015, Australia.
B Department of Science, Information Technology,
Innovation and the Arts, 41 Boggo Road, Dutton Park,
Qld 4102, Australia.
C School of Agriculture and Food Sciences, University of
Queensland, St Lucia, Qld 4072, Australia.
D Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations, NARC Premises, Park Road, Islamabad,
Pakistan.
E Corresponding author. Email:
waqar.ahmad@sydney.edu.au
Soil Research 53(2) 144-153 http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/
SR14060 PDF (337 KB) $25 Export Citation
Abstract
Land-use and management practices on limed acidic and
carbonate-bearing soils can fundamentally alter carbon
(C) dynamics, creating an important feedback to
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations.
Transformation of carbonates in such soils and its
implication for C sequestration with climate change are
largely unknown and there is much speculation about
inorganic C sequestration via bicarbonates. Soil
carbonate equilibrium is complicated, and all reactants
and reaction products need to be accounted for fully to
assess whether speciﬁc processes lead to a net removal
of atmospheric CO2. Data are scarce on the estimates
of CaCO3 stocks and the effect of land-use
management practices on these stocks, and there is a
lack of understanding on the fate of CO2 released from
carbonates. We estimated carbonate stocks from four
major soil types in Australia (Calcarosols,Vertosols,
Kandosols and Chromosols).
In >200-mm rainfall zone, which is important for
Australian agriculture, the CaCO3-C stocks ranged from
60.7 to 2542 Mt at 0–0.3 m depth (dissolution zone),
and from 260 to 15 660 Mt at 0–1.0 m depth. The
combined CaCO3-C stocks in Vertosols, Kandosols and
Chromosols were about 30% of those in Calcarosols.
Total average CaCO3-C stocks in the dissolution zone
represented 11–23% of the stocks present at 0–1.0 m
depth, across the four soil types. These estimates
provide a realistic picture of the current variation of
CaCO3-C stocks in Australia while offering a baseline to
estimate potential CO2emission–sequestration through
land-use changes for these soil types. In addition, we
provide an overview of the uncertainties in accounting
for CO2 emission from soil carbonate dissolution and
major inorganic C transformations in soils as affected by
land-use change and management practices, including
liming of acidic soils and its secondary effects on the
mobility of dissolved organic C. We also consider
impacts of liming on mineralisation of the native soil C,
and when these transformations should be considered a
net atmospheric CO2 source or sink.
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Landscape scale survey of indicators of soil
health in grazing systems
K. M. Damsma A , M. T. Rose B and T. R. Cavagnaro A C D
A School of Biological Sciences, Monash University,
Clayton,Vic. 3800, Australia. B School of Chemistry,
Monash University, Clayton,Vic. 3800, Australia.
C School of Agriculture, Food and Wine, University of
Adelaide, Waite Campus, PMB1 Glen Osmond, SA 5064,
Australia. D Corresponding author. Email:
timothy.cavagnaro@adelaide.edu.au
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Digital mapping of RUSLE slope length and
steepness factor across New South Wales,
Australia
Xihua Yang A
New South Wales Ofﬁce of Environment and Heritage,
PO Box 3720, Parramatta, NSW 2124, Australia.
Email:xihua.yang@environment.nsw.gov.au
Soil Research 53(2) 216-225 http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/
SR14208 PDF (1.1 MB) $25 Export Citation

Abstract
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) and its main
derivate, the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation
(RUSLE), are widely used in estimating hillslope erosion.
Abstract
The effects of topography on hillslope erosion are
estimated through the product of slope length (L) and
In a broad-scale survey across pasture-based grazing
slope steepness (S) subfactors, or LS factor, which often
systems in south-eastern Victoria, soil biological and
contains the highest detail and plays the most inﬂuential
chemical properties were measured in an effort to
role in RUSLE. However, current LS maps in New South
establish baseline levels for commonly used indicators of
Wales (NSW) are either incomplete (e.g. point-based) or
soil health. Although soil properties were highly variable
too coarse (e.g. 250 m), limiting RUSLE-based
among sites and biological properties were difﬁcult to
applications. The aim of this study was to develop
predict, total soil C was found to be closely associated
automated procedures in a geographic information
with soil cation exchange capacity (CEC). Importantly,
system (GIS) to estimate and map the LS factor across
the strength and nature of relationships between soil
NSW. The method was based on RUSLE speciﬁcations
properties differed among soil textural classes. We also
and it incorporated a variable cutoff slope angle, which
measured a range of soil and vegetation properties in a
improves the detection of the beginning and end of each
small number of patches of remnant vegetation and their
slope length. An overland-ﬂow length algorithm for L
adjacent grazed pastures. This was done in an effort to
subfactor calculation was applied through iterative slopeassess the sensitivity of these measures when used on
length cumulation and maximum downhill slope angle.
samples collected from strongly contrasting land-use
Automated GIS scripts have been developed for LS factor
types. Although some factors, such as mycorrhizal
calculation so that the only required input data are digital
colonisation of roots and soil C, did differ between the
elevation models (DEMs). Hydrologically corrected DEMs
two land-use types, other factors measured in this study
were used for LS factor calculation on a catchment basis,
did not. Together, the ﬁndings of this survey provide
then merged to form a seamless LS-factor digital map for
baseline information on the landscape scale for
NSW with a spatial resolution ~30 m (or 1 s). The
commonly used indicators of soil health. The study
modelled LS values were compared with the reference LS
explores relationships between these soil properties and
values, and the coefﬁcient of efﬁciency reached 0.97. The
assesses how they differ between two strongly
high-resolution digital LS map produced is now being
contrasting land-use types. The results are discussed in
used along with other RUSLE factors in hillslope erosion
the context of monitoring soil and vegetation attributes
modelling and land-use planning at local and regional
relevant to soil health.
scales across NSW.
Eucalyptus reforestation induces soil water repellency
L. L. Walden A , R. J. Harper A C , D. S. Mendham B , D. J. Henry A and J. B. FontaineA
A School of Veterinary and Life Sciences, Murdoch University, 90 South Street, Murdoch, WA 6150, Australia. B CSIRO Land
and Water, Private Bag 12, Hobart, Tas. 7001, Australia. C Corresponding author. Email: r.harper@murdoch.edu.au
Soil Research 53(2) 168-177 http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/SR13339 PDF (497 KB) $25 Export Citation
Abstract
There is an increasing interest in eucalypt reforestation for a range of purposes in Australia, including pulp-wood
production, carbon mitigation and catchment water management. The impacts of this reforestation on soil water
repellency have not been examined despite eucalypts often being associated with water repellency and water repellency
having impacts on water movement across and within soils. To investigate the role of eucalypt reforestation on water
repellency, and interactions with soil properties, we examined 31 sites across the south-west of Western Australia with
paired plots differing only in present land use (pasture v. plantation). The incidence and severity of water repellency
increased in the 5–8 years following reforestation with Eucalyptus globulus. Despite this difference in water repellency, there
were no differences in soil characteristics, including soil organic carbon content or composition, between pasture and
plantation soils, suggesting induction by small amounts of hydrophobic compounds from the trees. The incidence of soil
water repellency was generally greater on sandy-surfaced (<10% clay content) soils; however, for these soils 72% of the
pasture sites and 31% of the plantation were not water repellent, and this was independent of measured soil properties.
Computer modelling revealed marked differences in the layering and packing of waxes on kaolinite and quartz surfaces,
indicating the importance of interfacial interactions in the development of soil water repellency. The implications of
increased water repellency for the management of eucalyptus plantations are considered.
Soil Research 53(2) 154-167 http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/
SR14147 PDF (456 KB) $25 Export Citation
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Soil morphological and chemical proﬁles
adjacent to a bore drain in south-western
Queensland, Australia

Impact of temperature and moisture on
heterotrophic soil respiration along a moist
tropical forest gradient in Australia

Andrew J. W. Biggs A B C and Peter Binns A

M. Zimmermann A B C , K. Davies A ,V. T.V. Peña de
Zimmermann A and M. I. Bird A
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Abstract
A recently abandoned artesian bore drain in southwestern Queensland was sampled to investigate soil
morphology and chemistry under, and adjacent to, the
drain. Such drains are supplied with alkaline, sodiumrich artesian groundwater and they provide a longterm example of the impacts of these waters on soils.
A Red Kandosol and a Grey Vertosol were sampled, in
the drain and at 2, 4 and 25 m perpendicular to the
drain. Morphological attributes indicative of long-term
saturation, such as mottling, were evident around the
drains, but were absent at the control sites (25 m
away).
At the Kandosol location, pH and exchangeable sodium
were elevated within 4 m of the drain, and salinity data
suggested a horizontally displaced wetting front at
~4 m from the drain. In the Grey Vertosol, which was
naturally saline and sodic below 0.5 m, substantial
leaching of salts had occurred around the drain, but a
horizontal wetting front was also evident and
exchangeable sodium was increased within 4 m of the
drain.
A thin, weak pan was detected in the subsoil of the
Red Kandosol under the drain bank, but pans were
otherwise absent under the drains. The results indicate
that deep drainage is a feature not only of the Red
Kandosol, but also the Grey Vertosol, despite it being
sodic and despite the application of sodic, alkaline
water.
The ﬁndings reiterate the importance of investigating
soil and water chemistry interactions when designing
channels, storages and irrigation systems, in particular
those using sodic–saline waters.

Abstract
Tropical forests represent the largest store of
terrestrial carbon (C) and are potentially vulnerable to
climatic variations and human impact. However, the
combined inﬂuence of temperature and precipitation
on aboveground and belowground C cycling in tropical
ecosystems is not well understood.
To simulate the impact of climate (temperature and
rainfall) on soil C heterotrophic respiration rates of
moist tropical forests, we translocated soil cores among
three elevations (100, 700 and 1540 m a.s.l.)
representing a range in mean annual temperature of
10.9°C and in rainfall of 6840 mm.
Initial soil C stocks in the top 30 cm along the gradient
increased linearly with elevation from 6.13 kg C m–2 at
100 m a.s.l. to 10.66 kg C m–2 at 1540 m a.s.l.
Respiration rates of translocated soil cores were
measured every 3 weeks for 1 year and were ﬁtted to
different model functions taking into account soil
temperature, soil moisture, mean annual temperature
and total annual rainfall. Measured data could be best
ﬁtted to the model equation based on temperature
alone.
Furthermore, Akaike’s information criteria revealed that
model functions taking into account the temperature
range of the entire translocation gradient led to better
estimates of respiration rates than functions solely
based on the site-speciﬁc temperature range. Soil cores
from the highest elevation revealed the largest
temperature sensitivity (Q10 = 2.63), whereas these
values decreased with decreasing elevation (Q10 = 2.00
at 100 m a.s.l.) or soil C stocks.
We therefore conclude that increased temperatures
will have the greatest impact on soil C stocks at higher
elevations, and that best projections for future soil
respiration rates of moist tropical forest soils can be
achieved based on temperature alone and large soil
cores exposed to temperatures above site-speciﬁc
temperature regimes.
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Changes in the soil quality attributes of
continuous no-till farming systems following
a strategic tillage
M. H. Crawford A D ,V. Rincon-Florez B , A. Balzer A ,Y. P.
Dang C , L. C. Carvalhais B, H. Liu B and P. M. Schenk B
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Toowoomba, Qld 4350, Australia. B Plant–Microbe
Interactions Laboratory, School of Agriculture and Food
Science, The University of Queensland, St Lucia, Qld
4072, Australia. C School of Agriculture and Food
Sciences, The University of Queensland, 203 Tor Street,
Toowoomba, Qld 4350, Australia. D Corresponding
author. Email: Mark.Crawford@dnrm.qld.gov.au
Soil Research - http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/SR14216 PDF
(500 KB) $25 Export Citation
Abstract
The adoption of no-till farming systems has greatly
reduced energy and machinery inputs while signiﬁcantly
improving soil health and productivity. However, the
control of crop weeds and diseases in no-till (NT)
systems has become increasingly difﬁcult for landholders
in Australia’s northern grains regions, with occasional
strategic tillage (ST) being considered as a potential
management option. This study investigated the effects of
occasional ST on physical, chemical and biological soil
properties, productivity, and weed control on ﬁve longterm (7–44 years) NT-managed soils. The study area
extended from Biloela (Vertosol, 666 mm annual
rainfall), Condamine (Sodosol, 624 mm annual rainfall),
Moonie (Dermosol, 636 mm annual rainfall) and
Warwick (Vertosol, 675 mm annual rainfall) in
Queensland to Wee Waa (Vertosol, 582 mm annual
rainfall) in New South Wales. Tillage treatments included
chisel, offset disc and prickle–disc chain with various
timings and frequencies. Soil samples (0–0.3 m) obtained
3 and 12 months after occasional ST were analysed for
total and particulate organic carbon (TOC, POC),
available phosphorus (P), bulk density, soil water, and
microbial enzymatic activity. In-crop weed density was
also recorded. One-time tillage, with chisel tines, offset
disc or chain harrows, in long-term NT helped to
control winter weeds in the ﬁrst year, with variable
results in the second year. Grain yield overall showed no
signiﬁcant impact in either year, except on the Brown
Sodosol (P = 0.08) in the ﬁrst year. The initial impacts of
strategic tillage on soil water were largely restricted to
the 0–0.1 m depth range, with slight, non-signiﬁcant
decreases occurring. Available P, TOC, POC and total
microbial enzymatic activity were not signiﬁcantly
impacted by either cultivation frequency or implement
type. The use of an occasional ST for the purpose of
weed control could be utilised as a viable management
option for NT systems in the region without impacting
on long-term productivity.
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Effect of cropping practices on soil organic
carbon: evidence from long-term ﬁeld
experiments in Victoria, Australia
Fiona Robertson A F , Roger Armstrong B , Debra
Partington A , Roger Perris B , Ivanah Oliver A , Colin
Aumann C , Doug Crawford D and David Rees E
A

Department of Environment and Primary Industries,
Private Bag 105, Hamilton,Vic. 3300, Australia.
B Department of Environment and Primary Industries, 110
Natimuk Road, Horsham,Vic. 3400, Australia.
C Department of Environment and Primary Industries, 255
Ferguson Road, Tatura,Vic. 3616, Australia.
D Department of Environment and Primary Industries,
1301 Hazeldean Road, Ellinbank,Vic. 3821, Australia.
E Department of Environment and Primary Industries, 32
Lincoln Square North, Carlton,Vic. 3053, Australia.
F Corresponding author. Email:
ﬁona.robertson@depi.vic.gov.au
Soil Research - http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/SR14227
PDF (281 KB) $25 Export Citation
Abstract
Despite considerable research, predicting how soil organic
carbon (SOC) in grain production systems will respond to
conservation management practices, such as reduced
tillage, residue retention and alternative rotations, remains
difﬁcult because of the slowness of change and apparent
site speciﬁcity of the effects. We compared SOC stocks
(equivalent soil mass to ~0–0.3 m depth) under various
tillage, residue management and rotation treatments in
three long-term (12-, 28- and 94-year-old) ﬁeld
experiments in two contrasting environments (Mallee and
Wimmera regions). Our hypotheses were that SOC stocks
are increased by: (1) minimum tillage rather than
traditional tillage; (2) continuous cropping, rather than
crop–fallow rotations; and (3) phases of crop or pasture
legumes in rotations, relative to continuous cropping with
cereals. We found that zero tillage and stubble retention
increased SOC in some circumstances (by up to
1.5 Mg C ha–1, or 8%) but not in others. Inclusion of bare
fallow in rotations reduced SOC (by 1.4–2.4 Mg C ha–1, or
8–12%) compared with continuous cropping. Including a
pulse crop (ﬁeld pea, where the grain was harvested) in
rotations also increased SOC in some instances (by ~6–
8 Mg C ha–1, or 29–35%) but not in others. Similarly,
leguminous pasture (medic or lucerne) phases in rotations
either increased SOC (by 3.5 Mg C ha–1, or 21%) or had
no signiﬁcant effect compared with continuous wheat.
Inclusion of a vetch green manure or unfertilised oat
pasture in the rotation did not signiﬁcantly increase SOC
compared with continuous wheat. The responses in SOC
to these management treatments were likely to be due, in
part, to differences in nitrogen and water availability (and
their effects on carbon inputs and decomposition) and, in
part, to other, unidentiﬁed, interactions. We conclude that
the management practices examined in the present study
may not reliably increase SOC on their own, but that
signiﬁcant increases in SOC are possible under some
circumstances through the long-term use of multiple
practices, such as stubble retention + zero tillage + legume
N input + elimination of fallow. The circumstances under
which increases in SOC can be achieved require further
investigation.
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CSIRO Soil Research Abstracts members can subscribe to Soil
Research for $95 via the federal ofﬁce
or purchase the papers individually
from CSIRO Publishing for $25.
Modelling and mapping rainfall erosivity
in New South Wales, Australia
Xihua Yang A C and Bofu Yu B
A New South Wales Ofﬁce of Environment and
Heritage, PO Box 3720, Parramatta, NSW 2150,
Australia. B Grifﬁth School of Engineering, Grifﬁth
University, Nathan, Qld 4111, Australia. C
Corresponding author. Email:
xihua.yang@environment.nsw.gov.au
Soil Research 53(2) 178-189 http://dx.doi.org/
10.1071/SR14188 PDF (2.7 MB) $25
Export Citation
Abstract
Considerable seasonal and inter-annual changes
exist in rainfall amount and intensity in New South
Wales (NSW), Australia. These changes are
expected to have signiﬁcant effect on rainfall
erosivity and soil erosion by water, but the
magnitude of the impact is not well quantiﬁed
because of the non-linear and dynamic nature of
the relationship between rainfall amount and
rainfall erosivity.
The primary aim of this study was to model
spatial and temporal variations in rainfall erosivity
and impacts on hillslope erosion across NSW. We
developed a daily rainfall erosivity model for NSW
to calculate monthly and annual rainfall erosivity
values by using gridded daily rainfall data for a
continuous 53-year period including a baseline
period (1961–90) and a recent period (2000–12).
Model parameters were improved based on their
geographic locations and elevations to be truly
geo-referenced and representative of the regional
relationships. Monthly and annual hillslope erosion
risk for the same periods was estimated with the
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation. We
produced ﬁner scale (100-m) maps of rainfall
erosivity and hillslope erosion through spatial
interpolation techniques, and implemented the
calculation of rainfall erosivity and hillslope
erosion in a geographic information system by
using automated scripts so that it is fast,
repeatable and portable. The modelled rainfall
erosivity values were compared with pluviograph
calculations and previous studies, and the Nash–
Sutcliffe coefﬁcient of efﬁciency is >0.90.
Outcomes from this study provide not only
baseline information but also continuous
estimates of rainfall erosivity and hillslope
erosions allowing better monitoring and
mitigation of hillslope erosion risk in NSW.
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Response of soil nitrous oxide ﬂux to nitrogen
fertiliser application and legume rotation in a
semi-arid climate, identiﬁed by smoothing spline
models
Sally Jane Ofﬁcer A , Frances Phillips B F , Gavin Kearney C ,
Roger Armstrong D E ,John Graham A and Debra Partington A
A Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources, PMB 105, Hamilton,Vic. 3300, Australia.
B School of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health,
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia. C
36 Paynes Road, Hamilton,Vic. 3300, Australia. D Department
of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, PMB
260, Horsham,Vic. 3401, Australia. E School of Life Sciences, La
Trobe University, Melbourne Campus, Bundoora,Vic. 3086,
Australia. F Corresponding author. Email: francesp@uow.edu.au
Soil Research - http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/SR12049 PDF (1.3
MB) $25 Export Citation
Abstract
Although large areas of semi-arid land are extensively cropped,
few studies have investigated the effect of nitrogen (N)
fertiliser on nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions in these regions
(Galbally et al. 2010). These emissions need to be measured in
order to estimate N losses and calculate national greenhouse
gas inventories. We examined the effect of different agronomic
management practices applied to wheat (Triticum aestivum)
grown on an alkaline Vertosol in south-eastern Australia on
N2O emissions. In 2007, N2O emissions were measured over
12 months, during which N fertiliser (urea) was applied at
sowing or N fertiliser plus supplementary irrigation (50 mm)
was applied during the vegetative stage and compared with a
treatment of no N fertiliser or irrigation. In a second
experiment (2008), the effect of source of N on N2O
emissions was examined. Wheat was grown on plots where
either a pulse (ﬁeld peas, Pisum sativum) or pasture legume
(barrel medic, Medicago truncatula) crop had been sown in the
previous season compared with a non-legume crop (canola,
Brassica napus). To account for the N supplied by the legume
phase, N fertiliser (50 kg N ha–1 as urea) was applied only to
the wheat in the plots previously sown to canola. Fluxes of
N2O were measured on a sub-daily basis (up to 16
measurements per chamber) by using automated chamber
enclosures and a tuneable diode laser, and treatment
differences were evaluated by a linear mixed model including
cubic smoothing splines. Fluxes were low and highly variable,
ranging from –3 to 28 ng N2O-N m–2 s–1. The application of N
fertiliser at sowing increased N2O emissions for ~2 months
after the fertiliser was applied. Applying irrigation (50 mm)
during the vegetative growth stage produced a temporary (~1week) but non-signiﬁcant increase in N2O emissions compared
with plots that received N fertiliser at sowing but were not
irrigated. Including a legume in the rotation signiﬁcantly
increased soil inorganic N at sowing of the following wheat
crop by 38 kg N ha–1 (ﬁeld peas) or 57 kg ha–1 (barrel medic)
compared with a canola crop. However, N2O emissions were
greater in wheat plots where N fertiliser was applied than
where wheat was sown into legume plots where no N
fertiliser was applied. Over the 2 years of the ﬁeld study, N2O
emissions attributed to fertiliser ranged from 41 to 111 g
N2O-N ha–1, and averaged of 75 g N2O-N ha–1 or 0.15% of the
applied N fertiliser. Our ﬁndings conﬁrm that the proportion of
N fertiliser emitted as N2O from rainfed grain crops grown in
Australian semi-arid regions is less than the international
average of 1.0%.
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Welcome to our new members
Please make these members feel welcome
at the next branch event you attend.
NSW
Linda Karssies
Temma Carruthers-Taylor
NSW
Linda Karssies Temma Carruthers-Taylor
Dave Roberts Jacquelyn Simpson Mark Smith
Sarah Jane Hill Susan Wilson
QLD
Anand Datar Andrew Kennett Ashraf Khalifa Aly
Bronwyn Masters Daniel Burton Daryl Lam
Diana Bedder Federico Cicchelli James Daley
James Weidmann Jasmine Nunn Kelly Bryant
Kenneth Walker Maren Westermann Neil Bryde
Paul Noonan Stewart Frater Yaying (Eileen) Li
Jaclyn Chan
SA
Sarah Noack Cameron Ollson
TAS
Luke Taylor Nicole Reineker Tony Kerstan
VIC
Darcy Dennis Eric Ireland Gregory Foster
Julia Severi
WA
James Macfarlane Neville Passmore
Stephen Davies Wesley Lefroy

ASSISTANCE FOR MEMBERS TO
LOGIN TO THE NEW ONLINE
MEMBERSHIP PORTAL
Membership Manager, Caroline Bennison, is
available to assist members with enquiries, logging
into the new membership portal, assist the
branches with the online event registration software
and drive the 1000+ members campaign in 2015.
With multiple digital proﬁles and logins it can be
hard to remember which username matches which
login account – if you need assistance contact
Caroline. When logging into your membership
portal remember your username starts with a
capital ‘S’ and is followed by your member number
expressed as a 5 digit number.
If you have any questions about your
membership to Soil Science Australia, please
email membership@soilscienceaustralia.org.
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SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA
SPONSOR A STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
If you would like to sponsor a student by donating
$60 the federal ofﬁce will contact University staff
in the same State and ask for a recipient to be
nominated.
It is hoped that this small contribution to a
student may end up in a larger commitment to
soil science during their career.
Please call Linda Bennison if you are interested in
sponsoring a student on 03 5635 2370 or email
ofﬁce@soilscienceaustralia.org

THANK YOU TO ROB CIROCCO OF
PHOSYN ANALYTICAL FOR
SPONSORING MEMBERSHIP OF TEN
QUEENLAND STUDENTS

Rob Cirocco of Phosyn Analytical took up the
challenge of student sponsorship in the last issue of
Profil and has sponsored 10 Queensland students.
Asked by the Qld Branch President about the
motivation to sponsor students Robert replied
I was motivated to sponsor up and coming students
because they will become our future knowledge
bank in soil science and whilst they are studying,
often other financial obligations means they would
not consider become a member just yet. I do recall
receiving sponsorship to join the Royal Australian
Chemical Institute during my undergraduate years
and as a student appreciated the opportunity to
network with like-minded individuals already in
industry & academia sooner than later. It would be
fantastic if those students who receive sponsorship
remain members of Soil Science Australia once they
join the workforce.
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2015 Calendar of Society Events with international events listed
below
Please use the information below as date savers on your calendar. Further information will be
31 May
Closing date for nominations for Soil Science Australia
medals and awards. Application forms on website
QUEENSLAND
14 May OGM Student Night
6-8 May NT soils workshop (contact: Bernie Powell)
June OGM
18-19 June Brisbane soil workshop (contact Bernie
Powell)
20 August Soil Science Australia / University of
Queensland event in National Science Week (in
conjunction with Society Patron Penelope Wensley)
August AGM
August Science in Parliament
August 20 Premier event "Celebrate Soil" event. Society
Patron the Hon. Penelope Wensley AM giving the opening
address.
5 December World Soils Day events through Queensland
NEW SOUTH WALES
July 14 The University of Sydney “Soil to Save our Planet”
- Agriculture and Environment Research Symposium,
contact Uta.stockmann@sydney.edu.au
July 23-24 Moree Regional meeting and Field Trip
“Current Issues for Soil Science”. Meeting coordinators
Greg Chapman and Peter Bacon
woodlots3@bigpond.com. Abstracts due 19th June 2015
Friday Sept 18th Harald Jensen Lecture: Far North Coast,
Lismore. Nominations open, contact
jane.aiken@lendlease.com
Dec 5 World Soil Day activities
VICTORIA
20 May Does compost have a place in our dairy farming
systems? Graeme Ward, Dairy Australia NRM Technical
Specialist, South west Victoria
19 August Understanding dairy soil water properties. Dr.
Abdur Rab, Research Scientist, Soil Science, Tatura
18 November Links between dairy land management and
catchment water quality – Australian and Irish
perspectives. Dr. Alice Melland, Research Fellow, Soils &
Environmental Chemistry, University of Southern
Queensland
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
13 May Extended deadline for submission of abstracts
Celebrating Soils 2015
7-9 SeptemberState Soil Conference, Mandurah
TASMANIA
March - Entries accepted for the Tasmanian Soil
photographic competition via the Society website
3 July- Tasmanian Soil Forum, Launceston.
Late Spring - Soil ﬁeld trip – more details to follow closer
to the event
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International Calendar of Events
May 2015
Soils sustain life: too slow to form, too quick to lose.
Tirana Albania May 4-7 2015. http://icos.org.al/
Contaminated Land 2015 Auckland New Zealand May 6
http://www.cvent.com/events/nz-s-2nd-contaminatedland-conference/event-summaryb23e5e4c90fb485db9301fb23ec26426.aspx?i=5c582bbffe22-4a76-a64d-469fc0f64b55
6th May 2015 Soil Fertility: Why do we need to protect
soils from degradation? Rothamsted Research,
Harpenden, Hertfordshire United KingdomThird Brazilian
Soil Physics Meeting 4-8 May Curitiba Parana State Brazil
http://www.agrarias.ufpr.br/portal/bspm2015/
12th to 15th May 2015 Sensing soil condition and
functions, Hangzhou, China
Global Soil Security Symposium Pre-Tour – The US Dust
Bowl and Soil Security: Addressing Challenges in a
Changing Climate May 16 - May 18. Please contact Ken
Scheffe (Kenneth.Scheffe@lin.usda.gov) or Susan CasbyHorton (Susan.Casby-Horton@ttu.edu) with any
questions.
Global Soil Security Symposium May 19-21 Texas A&M
University College Station Texas https://www.soils.org/
meetings/global-soil-security
Professionals preparing for 2010 Agriculture Ag Institute
Australia National Conference Hamilton Qld http://
www.aginstitute.com.au/events_calendar.php/30/aia-2015national-conference
18th International Soil Conservation Organization
Conference May 31 –June 5, 2015 El Paso, Texas
June 2015
Inaugural Global Workshop on Digital Soil
Morphometrics. 1-4 June 2015, Madison, USA.. For more
information and expression of interest click here
Land Quality and Landscape Processes Conference and
Workshops. University of Pannonia / Joint Research
Centre /European Environmental Agency /
Chinese Academy of Sciences. Keszthely. Hungary. 2-4
June 2015. http://lq2015.georgikon.hu/
Pedofract VIII International Workshop on ‘Soil structure
and function at the changing planet: scaling and
modelin’..Spain June 16-19 http://blogs.upm.es/
pedofractviii/
EUREGEO 8th European Congress on Regional
Geoscientiﬁc Cartography and Information Systems
Barcelon June 15-17. euregeo2015@icgc.cat
DesertLand II – Conference on Desertiﬁcation and Land
Degradation, Ghent Belgium June 16-17 2015 http://
desertland.eu/
July 2015
2015 South West Soils Conference, September 9 & 10,
Colac Otway Performing Arts & Cultural Centre.
Soil Interfaces for Sustainable Development (ISMOM)
7th International Symposium of Soil Minerals with
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Organic Components and Microorganisams (ISMOM)
Montreal Canada 5-10 July 2015 visit http://
ismom2015.conference.mcgill.ca/index0f50.html?p=home
Soil to Save our Planet University of Sydney Agriculture
and Environment Research Symposium 8am – 6 pm New
law School Lecture Theatre
8th International Acid Sulfate Soil Conference - 17
to 23 July, 2016 College Park, Maryland, USA (http://
www.midatlanticsoilscientists.org/acid-sulfate-soils–
conference)
August 2015
Sustainable Uses of Soil in Harmony with Food Security
August 17-20 Phetchaburi Thailand http://www.ldd.go.th/
WEB_ISC2015/Index.html
Intensive Training Course on Soil Micromorphology
Zagreb Croatia August 17-28 Contact: lgalovic@hgicgs.hr
Soil Science in a Changing World Wageningen the
Netherland August 23-27 http://www.wageningenur.nl/
wageningensoilconference2015
29th Congress of the Polish Soil Science Society, "Soil
Resources and Sustainable Development", Wroclaw, on
August 31- September 3, 2015. http://
www.org.up.wroc.pl/igosr/PTG29/index_a.html
SOILS conference in Cairns – August 2105
September 2015
20th International Soil Tillage Research Organization
Conference in Nanjing China 14-18 September
2015. http://istro2015.csp.escience.cn/dct/page/1
Pedometrics and Soil-Landscape Modelling Conference,
University of Cordoba, Spain 14-18 September
2015. Cordobahttps://sites.google.com/site/
pedometrics2015/registration-and-abstract-submission
LuWQ2015 2nd International Interdisciplinary
Conference on Land Use and Water Quality: Agricultural
Production and the Environment. Vienna Australia 21-24
September 2015 http://web.natur.cuni.cz/luwq2015/
5th International Symposium on SOIL ORGANIC
MATTER. September 20-24, 2015, Göttingen,
Germany.www.som2015.org
IUSS Conference to celebrate the International Year of
Soils and the 350th Anniversary of Christian Albrechts
University. Soil functions and climate change- do we
underestimate the consequences of new disequilibria in
soil properties? SUSTAIN Christian Albrechts University,
Kiel, Germany, 23-26.Sept. 2015. http://www.soils.unikiel.de/de/sustain-2015
October 2015
International Symposium on Forest Soils 2015 (ISFS2015)
Fuzhou, China, October 24-28, 2015. The theme of the
Symposium is ‘Linking Soil Processes to Forest
Productivity and Water Protection under Global Change’.
The major objective of this symposium is to facilitate the
development of international cooperations, scientiﬁc
exchanges and strategic alliances in forest soil issues,
leading to fully realised, collaborative research
programmes that face the realities of the effects of forest
management and climate change on forest productivity
and water supply. Abstract submission deadline: June 4,
2015. For more details visit http://isfs2015.com/index.asp
or contact Zhiqunhuang@fjnu.edu.cn
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November 2015
Soils Education and Outreach Division of the Soil Science
Society of America symposium “Embedding Soils in STEM
Education” Minneapolis November 15-18. Ryo Fujinuma
and Laura Wendling UQ have volunteered to organise this
symposium
and are interested in hearing from university
l.
and K-12 educators who use soils in their teaching. Email
wendling@uq.edu.au
28th Bi-annual Conference of the Soil Science Society of
East Africa (SSSEA) & African Celebration Meeting of the
International Year of Soil, Morogoro, Tanzania, November
23-27, 2015.
Theme: Soils and Land Use for Climate Smart Agriculture.
Deadline for abstract submission: 30 July, 2015; full papers
in electronic version to be submitted by 30th October
2015. For further information contact the Organizing
Committee SSSEA at amurnyambilila@yahoo.com
July 2016
8th International Acid Sulfate Soil Conference, College
Park, Maryland, USA, July 17 to 23, 2016 http://
www.midatlanticsoilscientists.org/acid-sulfate-soilsconference
August 2016
15th International Peat Congress 2016 (IPC 2016),
Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia, August 15-19, 2016. http://
www.ipc2016.com
December 2016
7th International Nitrogen Conference 4-8 December
Melbourne MCG Victoria Australia www.ini2016.com
New Zealand and Australian Soil Societies joint
conference Queenstown New Zealand.
2018
21st World Congress of Soil Science Rio de Janiero Brazil
2022
22nd World Congress of Soil Science Glasgow Scotland

DISCLAIMER Soil Science Australia makes its
publications available for free download with the request
that you acknowledge the author and the Society when
using the information. The content in this newsletter and
on the Society web site is provided for information
purposes only and no claim is made as to the accuracy
or authenticity of the content material. This is particularly
important for archival information which is provided as a
historical resource.
In no event will the Australian Society of Soil Science Inc
be liable for the accuracy of the information contained in
this newsletter or on the Soil Science Australia website
nor its use or reliance placed on it. The information is
provided on the basis that all persons accessing the site
undertake responsibility for assessing the relevance and
accuracy of the content.

